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Foreword

Over the last two decades, Jbeil has been experiencing a rapid process

of urbanisation and an international opening. Uncontrolled urban sprawl,

overwhelming pressure on the real estate market and overspecialization in
tourism resulting from an economic boom, have drastically reshaped the society,
economy and landscape of the city.

The Municipality is aware of the threat posed by those recent changes and

recognises the necessity to develop Jbeil’s resilience. To that end, the city has

integrated the 100 Resilient Cities network and produced a strategy to dedicate

itself not only to its economic growth but also to its future resilience. More

recently, the Municipality reached an agreement with the Institut d’études
politiques of Paris for a 6-months Capstone project to pursue research in
the vein of the 100 Resilient cities report. The objective of this partnership is

to envision the possibilities the city can adopt to foresee its future development.

As master students from Sciences Po Paris Urban School, this Capstone

project is part of our academic curriculum. The first expectations of the
Municipality was to cover the issues of urban sprawl, rentier economy, culture

and resilience. Throughout the project, the research evolved towards a socioeconomic analysis of the city fragmentations caused, in part, by urban
sprawl to the East of the highway. Our report choses to address these issues

through the lense of the needs of the residents, by placing them at the
center of our reflection. Based on a literature review, fieldwork, interviews and

international comparisons, our mission is to assess the present situation,

identify current urban issues at stake and propose policy suggestions.
This report is the final product of our work.

It intends to provide an accurate diagnosis and coherent recommendations

that could serve as guidelines for the decision makers in Jbeil. To promote an

inclusive city four axis are developed : the diversification of the economy, the

improvement of the urban environment, the enhancement of social involvement,
and the development of a coordinated governance.
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Executive Summary
Byblos is a unique city with a rich and profound historical legacy. Its cultural

heritage, its old port, its peaceful environment and growing economy, all make it an
attractive city for people from all over Lebanon and the world. Yet, certain challenges
accompany its development as it transforms into an attractive economic pole in
the region. This report argues that inclusive measures which place the residents
of Byblos at the center of its vision can answer current challenges and ensure a
resilient development for city. In the following report, we propose four main strategies
in order to reach an inclusive vision.

Firstly, in order to broaden stimulate the economy, this report recommends a

diversification of the economic system by:
▶▶Promoting a sustainable tourism which broadens the offer of tourist attractions
▶▶Exemplary reference: Eco-tourism in Sidi Amor, Tunisia
▶▶Investing in different economic potential to foster a balanced economy
▶▶Exemplary reference: Creativity platform in Thessaloniki, Greece Improvement
of the urban environment
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Secondly, to improve mobility, especially between the East and the West, and

enhance green and accessible urban spaces, this report recommends:
▶▶Promoting alternative modes of transportation and improve mobility
▶▶Exemplary reference: Transport and mobility policy of the Métropole Aix Marseille,
France
▶▶Drawing on open spaces to promote well-being and spaces where families can
socialize
▶▶Exemplary reference: Communauté de communes du pays d’Héricourt,
Bourgogne-Franche-Comté, France

Thirdly, to enhance social involvement in order to include residents in the city’s
activities and urban decisions, strategies include:
Implicating residents in the decision making process of governance of Jbeil

▶▶Exemplary reference: Local democracy in Nîmes, France
▶▶Improve cohesion and peace by promoting events and projects that activate
social engagement, from the youth to the elderly
▶▶ Exemplary reference: Neighbors’ day in Cannes, France

Finally, the development of a coordinated governance is necessary to
successfully implement policies and projects. This can be done by:
▶▶Adapting the organisation of the Municipality to a rapidly growing city through
coordination
▶▶Envisioning a comprehensive city strategy
▶▶Exemplary reference: Urban Sustainable Development Strategies in the
Mediterranean Programme (USDS)

Method
As master students in Urban Policy, our work merges a hands-on analysis with a
theoretical basis. This research was based on a threefold process:
PHASE 1: Preliminary analysis through the collection of data and documentation
▶▶Reviewing previous socio-economic and academic studies.
▶▶Classifying recommendations highlighted in these studies in order to raise trends.
▶▶Identifying existing stakeholders to highlight their individual competences.
▶▶Synthesizing previous political actions undertaken in Jbeil since 1998 to
understand the city’s political dynamics.
This process allowed to understand the historical legacy of Jbeil, as well as the
challenges it faces today.
PHASE 2: Fieldwork in Jbeil
▶▶Interviewing main actors in Jbeil’ decision making process (cf : Annexes).
▶▶Observations and street discussions with residents.
▶▶On-site visits of Old City, East part of city, Blat, Batroun, Amchit and other
surrounding areas.
▶▶Gathering information, pictures and data to deepen our knowledge of the city.
The broad range of interviews gave us a general overview of the socio-economic
and political situation in Jbeil, that allowed us to confront discourses and unpack the
tensions between stakeholders and reorient our diagnostic towards inclusiveness.
PHASE 3: Drafting the report
▶▶Analysing different streams, discourses and actors.
▶▶Unpacking main tensions, conflicts and interests.
▶▶Organising information, interviews and data.
▶▶Proposing methods and recommendations to implement an inclusive strategy for
the city.
This last phase concluded in the writing and editing of a report that could be used
by the municipality and researchers as a basis for future policy plans.
It is however important to highlight that our work is limited by structural constraints.
First, our analysis and recommendations are mainly based on individual interviews
and dominant discourses as quantitative analysis and data on the city are scarce.
Furthermore, we were unable to conduct a fully comprehensive analysis with all
the actors of the city. Notably, we did not have the chance to meet the Mayor Ziad
Hawat.
In addition to that, our contact with the civil society and local organizations was
limited to few encounters and meetings. No collective meeting was held with
residents and other stakeholders, which could have given a deeper understanding
of their interests, priorities and needs.
Our report focuses on social, economic, urban and governance-related
aspects of the city, with the goal to build a more inclusive city. We do not
address certain topics related to security, archeological and environmental
conservation, and public services such as electricity or water and related services.
These would nevertheless deserve to be researched in future reports, as we only
tackle them to the extent that they are related to the question of inclusiveness.
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A historical analysis of the city is crucial to
understand the challenges the city is currently
facing. Indeed, the evolution of the city has led
to many layers and phases of urbanisation,
producing challenges in the process. Different
waves of urbanisation and ways of thinking the
city sometimes produce conflicting views of
development, which translates into contentious
urban and social landscapes where contradictions
are interwoven. Our report seeks to untangle these
contradictions, to provide a clear analysis of the
city’s urban governance and propose a common
vision based on cooperation and inclusiveness..

1. Jbeil city profile
ECONOMIC

Fig. 1 : Localization of Jbeil in Lebanon
Source : atlastours.net

DEMOGRAPHIC

▶▶Major Religions: Christianity, Islam (Sunni and
Chiite),
▶▶Languages: Arabic and French. English and
Armenian are also commonly understood.
▶▶Population: 40 000 resident population, 100 000
within the metropolitan area

▶▶GDP per capita = 10,085 USD (NA on Jbeil)

▶▶Residents with the ability to vote : about 8 000

▶▶Unemployment = 20% and 22% for youth
unemployment (Lebanon, using World Bank data,
no census in Jbeil)

▶▶Population Growth: 0.9%

▶▶GDP growth = 2.5% (Lebanon,NA for Jbeil)

Source : Byblos City Profile, 2015.

Fig. 2 : General Map of Jbeil
Source : Jbeil Municipality, N.A.

▶▶Population Density:2725 km2
▶▶Area: 10 km2 - city limits

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city

2. A city with a rich and layered history

Jbeil is one of the oldest continuously inhabited
city in the world, with its first urban installation
dating back to the Neolithic times. Jbeil’s current
physical landscape and its numerous archeological
sites illustrate its rich history that spans over long
period of time. Its urban morphology is constituted
of layers of vestiges ranging from Egyptian,
Phoenician, Roman, Medieval and Ottoman times.
From its very inception, Jbeil was a thriving city
that acquired its wealth through trade across the
Mediterranean. Not only did the city inherit a rich
culture of craftsmanship through its exchanges at
the intersection of many civilizations, but it was also
a key actor in diffusing and expanding knowledge
across the world. Indeed, Jbeil disseminated the
Phoenician alphabet, which was then adopted by
the Greeks and the rest of Europe. In fact, Jbeil
was named “Byblos” by the Greeks, born out of
the Greek word for “book”, as Greece received its
papyrus from the coast of Byblos.
Throughout the end of the 19th century, Jbeil
continued to gain prominence through the
archeological excavation campaigns and the
writings of Ernest Renan in 1860, who was amazed
by the depth and richness of the histories at the
heart of Jbeil.

3. A city of regional importance (19001975)

At the turn of the 20th century, Jbeil was still

a small town of around 2 000 inhabitants. The city
mainly consisted of a small fishing harbor and a
rural town, with two major types of agriculture:
vegetable plantations on the littoral plain and
apple groves on the eastern highlands (Culture
and Heritage Report, 2002). However, the end of
the First World War marks the first large influx of

population to the city. Indeed, Jbeil is seen as a
safe haven for those fleeing the conflicts occurring
in the Mountain of Chouf. Many took refuge from
these conflicts in the peaceful city of Jbeil.
The beginning of the 20th century also marks
the start of the rural exodus to Jbeil because of
its already existing infrastructures such as the
irrigation canal of the Nahr Ibrahim built in 1939
and the railway opened in 1942. Furthermore, Jbeil
became the capital of the caza after the separation
with the Kesrouan region in 1953. Jbeil built the
“Notre Dame de Secours” university-affiliated
hospital, which was the first hospital in the region,
asserting its centrality in opposition to the growing
competition with its neighboring town, Amchit.
Progressively, the city became an administrative
and commercial regional center for the caza of
Jbeil.
In the following years, 28% of construction in the
caza of Jbeil took place between 1960-1975, as
the city started to attract many from neighboring
regions such as Batrouns’ population (Culture
and Heritage Report, 2002). Thus, the beginning
of the 20th century places Jbeil as a central actor
in the regional context, as well as a peaceful city
with growing infrastructures capable of absorbing
waves of Lebanese incomers fleeing wars and
conflicts.

4. A “sanctuary city” during the Civil War

While the civil war ravaged most of the cities

of Lebanon, Jbeil managed to protect itself from
the destruction of war, upholding its reputation
as a peaceful city. The city is known throughout
Lebanon as a unified place where Christians and
Muslims lived peacefully side by side. Due to
Jbeil’s unique peaceful situation in Lebanon, its
population in fact grew by 230% during the war
time (World Bank Report, 2002). Many families
from Beirut and other cities, turned to Jbeil to
escape war destruction and conflict. The city thus
both benefited and suffered from its position as a
peaceful coastal town in Lebanon.
▶▶On the one hand, it benefited from a large
influx of families who contributed to the
development of the housing market.
▶▶On the other hand, the absence of a central
authority to plan and control this development
led to uncontrolled and haphazard eastward

Fig. 3 : Ports of the Phoenician Coast (Ports de la côte phénicienne)
Source : Antoine Poidebard, 1939.
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expansion and urban sprawl.

Indeed, the city grew by 24% during the war years
(ibid.). These constructions in times of war reduced
accessibility to the city through spontaneous
constructions, illegal buildings and urban
formations. The increase in housing demand
led to housing speculation and an increased
pressure of the urban territory and infrastructures.
The consequences of the impossibility to implement
urban regulations during the war years are seen
to this day through the eclectic amalgamation of
different types of buildings and incohesive urban
landscape.
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In parallel to the spontaneous and uncontrolled
urban formation in the East, the historical part of the
city received much attention from public authorities.
The Old City came under tight control of the
Directorate General of Antiquities in order to
preserve the key elements of the archaeological
sites. In 1972, a master plan was devised to
delimitate zones of preservation of the historical
sites while restricting firmly economic uses to
avoid high commercial exploitation of the city. This
strong legislative structure limited building permits
and set a building height limit, which homogenised
the area and ensured a cohesive development.
Furthermore, the archaeological site and the
walled city were inscribed as a UNESCO World
heritage site in 1984, as a public recognition of
the world relevance of these historical sites and an
attempt to preserve the treasures of Jbeil.
The parallel development of a tightly controlled
historical area and an uncontrolled rapid
urbanisation towards the east, slowly created a
divide between two urban landscapes.
This division was further enhanced by the
construction of the highway connecting
Tripoli-Jbeil-Beirut in 1980 (Asdourian,1986).
While the highway is an important infrastructure
to facilitate connections between major cities
in Lebanon, it physically split the city in two. The
highway split families and divided neighborhoods,
making it hard for people to walk from one side to
another. The scars of this highway are still felt to
this day, as the city is still attempting to bridge the
divide created by the highway.

5. A booming economy turned towards
the tourist industry (The 90’s shift)

A new urban landscape appears in the 1990’s

in the aftermath of the Civil War. The city expanded
and changed due to the transition from its relative
seclusion during the war to the the explosion of
communications and networks in the 90s.
Indeed, the end of the civil war marks the beginning
of an economic boom and a precipitous growth
as residential and commercial development
expand across the city.
The turn of the 21st century also marks a stark
investment in the tourist industry of Jbeil. Many
actors started investing in this rich tourist potential.
As of the beginning 2000s, the hotel industry
around the Old Port flourished. The rehabilitation
of the Old Port and the archeological site was
helped by the implementation of a government
led program: the Cultural Heritage and Urban
Development (CHUD). This project implemented
between 2003 to 2009 has ensured the
rehabilitation and protection of the souks in the Old
City (Environmental Impact Assessment, 2011).
Furthermore, Jbeil has an added advantage of
encompassing a wide array of tourist sites
and activities leading to a thriving economy. This
diversity of economies places Jbeil at the
intersection of cultural, environmental, religious
and educational tourism. As such, the city attracts
different types of tourists including students,
families and groups from Lebanon and abroad.
In addition to the Jbeil’s key cultural and
environmental assets, the Municipality and
local organisations have invested in activities
that incorporate cultural, artistic and leisure
activities (cf. PART II). These initiatives contribute
to placing Jbeil as cultural and leisure center while
fostering economic opportunities for its inhabitants.
The growth of the city led to a diversification of
the economy and diversity of activities which
is not only reduced to the tourist industry. Jbeil
harbours other sources of economic potential that
must further be developed by investing in different
economic sectors. According to the Economical
Thoughts on the Economy of the City of Jbeil
Report published by the IMF in 2015, Jbeil relies on
a number of different sectors ranging from health
(hospital, laboratories, clinics, pharmacies) to
educational institutions (universities and schools).
The main industries driving the city economy are
retailing and banking.The city has a number of
different sectors that allow it to thrive beyond
the tourist industry and equally have the power
to attract investment and jobs.

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city

Once acknowledging the historical background
of the city, one can grasp the nature of the current
issues. Jbeil has undergone a transformation from
a historical safe heaven in the middle of an unstable
region to an attractive and dynamic economic
pole. However, this development represents a
double-edged sword as some businesses are
benefiting from the economic boom while
others are afraid this might threaten the fabric
of the city.
Hence, its historical richness may be at the
same time a strength and a weakness: branding
the city as a tourist pole has to a certain extent
compromised the focus on the quality of life of
residents. Consequently, Jbeil currently finds
itself at a turning point at the intersection of many
possible paths.
The city evolved incrementally from a peaceful port
city at the beginning of the 20th century to a thriving
regional city nowadays. The following schemas
and pictures illustrate this eastward expansion and
infrastructural evolution of the city.

Fig. 4 : View of Byblos from the Old city
Source : Capstone group, 2017.
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Fig. 5 : Schema presenting the urban evolution of the city
Source : LAU student study, N.A.
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Fig. 6 : Jbeil’s urban evolution
Source : Asdourian, 1986

Fig. 7 : Historical timeline
Source : Joshua Mark, Ancient History Encyclopedia. «Jbeil». Ancient History Encyclopedia

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city
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Fig. 8 : Jbeil’s view from the sky
Source : Jbeil Municipality, 2014.
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A. Building on existing reports
In the four last decades, various historical,
technical and theoretical research documents and
reports have been written about the city of Jbeil.
They inform us about the future visions that have
been proposed for the city, as well as the type of
recommendations that have been suggested
to reach these visions. It is important to unpack
the dominant discourses on the city and their
evolution over the past decades. This work,
which has never been explicitly done before,
allows researchers and policy-makers to build
on what already exist. It also allows for a critical
assessment of previous research while positioning
new approaches within these frameworks.
1. Topics addressed: from Heritage to
Resilience
14

In terms of the topics they address, we can
distinguish four periods.
▶▶First, between the mid-1980s until the beginning
of the 2000s, documents on Jbeil draw two main
conclusions:

ưưIt is spatially divided and has an uncontrolled
growth (Land development approaches, 1986),
ưưits heritage site must be preserved (Jbeil
World Heritage Site, 1999).

The two main priorities that emerge from
these documents are the necessity of a new
masterplan, as well as the preservation and
upgrading of heritage. The scarcity of land, the
urban sprawl and the need for data are already
raised as key issues.
▶▶The second set of detailed reports on the city
is provided by the Cultural Heritage and Urban
Development program (CHUD) as of 2003. While
the previous approach to the heritage sites was
conceived in terms of preservation, the CHUD
focuses primarily on valuing heritage as an
economic asset. Their vision of the city revolves
around the idea of a tourist-oriented economic
development, through the valuing of cultural wealth
(Assessment of Economic Impact, 2002). The
CHUD program focuses on rehabilitating the Old
City and improving the access to it (CHUD Project
Appraisal Document, 2003).

It is in those documents that certain features of Jbeil

are described for the first time, and will recurrently
be mentioned in future reports. Among these:
ưưthe idea that Jbeil is a vibrant city with a
strong economic potential,
ưưthe need to control and orient direction of the
city’s development,

ưưthe insistence on the cooperation between
various actors, and the necessity to take all
stakeholders into account, including private,
national and international actors as well as local
associations (Culture and Heritage Report, 2002).
▶▶In the mid-2010s, two reports commissioned by
the Municipality of Jbeil propose a slightly different
vision of Jbeil (Jbeil Town Plan, 2014; Sarkis Urban
Projects, 2016). They focus on accessibility,
mobility, and connecting the different parts of the
city. Jbeil is understood as a touristic city, culturally
and economically vibrant, yet remains spatially
divided. In order to solve this issue, they propose a
“sustainable spatial development” approach,
focusing on space and how it is used, both to
connect the city and make it more attractive for
tourists.
▶▶Finally, the elaboration of a resilience strategy
for Jbeil under the 100 Resilient Cities program
is the most recent approach to the city (Jbeil
Resilience Strategy, 2016). This work indicates a
clear shift towards a comprehensive approach,
organized around five “strategic pillars” that
address all the challenges the city faces. Not only
does the report propose to improve urbanism
and transportation, but also addresses social,
economic, environmental and governancerelated questions. It focuses on the collaboration
between all types of actors, and shows the will to
draw inspiration from other cities’ experiences.
This program inscribes Byblos within a network of
cities, and the sets a path for the future of the city.
However, the inclusion of the city’s stakeholders
in the definition of a sustainable strategy
can be expanded to include the residents.
Furthermore, the absence of an exhaustive
assessment of the current situation of the city, other
than a short analysis, is problematic. The proposed
actions do not seem to come from a precise
analysis of Jbeil: solutions are proposed while the
problems of the city are not detailed. The proposed
actions are sometimes not easily feasible and no
implementation guide is provided.
Finally, while this strategy attests to the ambition
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of the city to improve governance practices,
the resilience strategy has not been fully
implemented. Moreover, it has not been shared
with all stakeholders, including the residents.
Nethertheless, this shift of priority from preservation
toward resilience is evidence by the forwardlooking and sustainable vision of the municipality.
The following diagram illustrates the steps that
have been overlooked in the 100 RC process.

2. Scale of intervention: from a focus on
the old city to a comprehensive approach
Concerning the scale and location of the studies
and proposed interventions, there has been
a progressive shift from solely focusing on
the Old City toward a more comprehensive
approach.
▶▶The CHUD program recognizes the need
to recenter the town around the highway
interchange.
▶▶In the mid-2010s, this spatial focus is extended
to the Route 13. Moreover, the necessity to connect
a spatially divided city is acknowledged: the focus
shifts from the Old City to the integration of
old and new city.
▶▶The city resilience strategy is the only
comprehensive approach and addresses Jbeil as
a whole.

3. Type of solutions: from spatial
recommendations to a socio-economic
framework
Regarding the type of intervention, previous
reports focus on the importance of physical
interventions on the built environment as a tool for
development. With time, the proposed solutions
focus increasingly on socio-economic issues.
▶▶The CHUD program focuses only on the
rehabilitation of urban landscape and accessibility,
through interventions on the built environment.
▶▶The next set of documents highlight the need
for a coherent framework, but continue on
suggesting localized projects. These projects
are mostly centered around spatial and physical
solutions.
▶▶Finally, the resilience strategy proposes different
kinds of interventions, not only physical or
spatial, but also economic and social. This
process inserts these recommendations into a
coherent framework towards resilience.

4. Beneficiaries: from visitors to residents
Fig. 10 : Analysis of the city strategy design
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

▶▶Finally, the beneficiaries of the interventions
have shifted from the visitors to the residents.
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▶▶The CHUD program seeks to enhance the
economy through tourism and thus to improve
visitors facilities. The projects proposed in the
mid-2010s are oriented towards both tourism and
residents (Sarkis Urban Projects, 2016).
▶▶Concerning the resilience strategy, it is oriented
towards the residents of the city.

5. Our position: an inclusive city

This report is inscribed within the trajectory

towards resilience. It will focus on sustainability
and resilience rather than heritage and tourism.
1986 - 2002
(old studies)

2000s
(CHUD studies)

Regarding the scale, it approaches the city as a
whole, as the residents are our main focus.
The central focus of the report is turned toward
the upper part of the city, east of the highway,
that has been lacking attention in the previous
decades and has at the same time developed
exponentially. The solutions that are suggested will
not be restricted to physical interventions, but will
on the contrary draw on economic, social and
governance arrangements. All the proposed
recommendations will be inscribed within a wider
urban policy framework, as explained below.

Mid-2010s
(Municipality
studies)

2015s
(Jbeil resilience
strategy)

Present
Report

5 “pillars”:
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TOPIC

SCALE

TYPE OF
SOLUTIONS

BENEFICIARIES

- Heritage
conservation.
- Uncontrolled city
development.

Mainly heritage
site and old city.

- Tourism oriented
economic
development based
on heritage.

Old city

Diverse
recommendations.

Focus on physical
interventions on the
built environment

N.A.

Visitors

Tab. 1 : Summary of existing studies on Jbeil
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

- A connected city
- Accessibility,
- A resource efficient
mobility.
city
- Connecting the city.
- A peaceful city
- A cultural city
- A thriving city

Expansion
toward route 13.
Consideration
of transportation
network

Focus on space
and localized
interventions
But attempt
at building a
framework:
“sustainable spatial
development”.

Residents and
visitors

Jbeil as a whole

Comprehensive
framework towards
resilience

-Economy,
-Urbanism, -Civil
society engagement,
-Governance

Jbeil as a whole:
shift toward the
upper part.

Comprehensive
framework toward
an inclusive city

Wide range of
interventions.

Focus on structural
solutions,
governance and
socio-economic
recommendations

Residents

Residents
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B. Theoretical
background:
Adopting an inclusive urban
policy approach
1. Why an inclusive city?

stakeholders, ranging from the residents to the
public and private sector, participate in the
decision making process that build the city.
It is through the coordination of these actors and
their respective needs that an inclusive city can be
achieved. This vision can be implemented:

▶▶On a macro level, through the cooperation
methodological approach aims to
between different governing actors,
build on the vision of a Resilient Jbeil. In the
▶▶On a micro level, through community and
footstep of the 100 Resilient City initiative, we
civic engagement, to address the needs of all its
understand resilience as being Jbeil’s capacity
residents.
to become pro-active and adaptive to constant
change. A Resilient Jbeil is a city that
An inclusive city is based on an
honors its past while using innovative
“A
interaction between these levels. It
ways to create its future, balancing
fragmented cannot be reached only through a topeconomic development and preservation
down approach but necessitates the
city is not
of the city’s identity. A Resilient Jbeil is a
participation of residents in order to
a resilient
unified city, with a sense of belonging
“participate directly in the production
city” (100 RC)
shared between all its residents.
of the city and shape it in ways that
fulfill their needs and have meaning for
“A fragmented city is not a resilient city”
them» (Lefebvre, 1996). Through their daily use
(100 Resilient Cities Report, 2016)
of urban space, residents consciously and
unconsciously adapt the city to their needs,
Social and spatial fragmentation divides that
claiming their right to the city in the process.
city and weakens its ability to be resilient. An
inclusive city can mend these fragmentations
“The right to the city is far more
by promoting social cohesion and linking the
different parts of the city together. An inclusive
than the individual liberty to access
city takes into consideration all the diversity that
urban resources: it is a right to
thrives in Jbeil, from its rich cultural heritage to its
change ourselves by changing
multi-confessional society and diversified urban
the city” (Lefebvre, 1996).
landscape.

Our

Inclusiveness is a process that builds
connections between this diversity and the
city’s pillars, namely inhabitants, organizations
and assets. The process towards an inclusive
city counterbalances the previous reports and
approaches to the city, which mainly focused on
one section of the city and was turned towards
the tourists industry. As with the 100 RCS, this
report represents a shift towards the inclusion of
residents in the development of the city. As such,
an inclusive city is the process to resilience.
Our approach aims to promote resilience
through inclusiveness.

2. What is an inclusive city?

The objective of this report is to bring a
proposition of actions that could help reach an
inclusive city. An inclusive city is a city in which
the process of urbanisation is shaped by
the variety of co-existing actors. These

3. Who is included?

An inclusive city takes into consideration:

ưưAll residents across neighborhoods: from
the old city to the new city
ưưYoung and old: students and old residents
ưưAll class groups: rich and poor

ưưPublic actors: local and national government
ưưPrivate actors: individuals and companies
ưưTourists: local and international

While the involvement of actors in the decision
making process is necessary to produce an
inclusive city, this process must be framed within
an urban policy approach.

4. How: tending toward an inclusive city
through an urban policy approach
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If an inclusive city is our goal, conducting coherent
urban policies is the mean to achieve it.
An urban policy refers to the intentions and
the set of actions undertaken by a legitimate
governing authority. It encompasses a specific
sector, a population target, and a time frame. As
a basic framework, we defined the urban policy
approach as a circular process of different
phases, that can be overlapping.
The different phases that compose an urban policy
can be broken down as such :

▶▶In a Project Based Approach, actions
are individually motivated and depend on
opportunities.
▶▶ They are most of the time uniformed and do
not take into consideration other alternatives. A
Project Based Approach often results in punctual
physical interventions.
▶▶No assessment of the results is conducted,
which prevents the development of a learning
process. It narrows down perspectives to outputs
and lacks a global vision of needs. However,
projects must not be dismissed as they can also be
tools for public policy implementation.
The following table explains how the scope of a
project based approach is more limited than a
public policy.
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Fig. 11 : The general policy circle
Source : Hogwood, 1983

▶▶Agenda Setting: It is the phase where issues
are defined and prioritized, based on an informed
diagnosis.
▶▶Policy Formulation: It is the phase were the
objectives and priorities are set within a specific
field. After a cost and benefit analysis, the choice
of instrument, the key actors, target group, and a
time frame are formulated.
▶▶Legitimization: This phase relates to the
communication of the policy and its approval.
▶▶Implementation: Realization of a set of actions.
▶▶Evaluation: This is the accountability phase and
assessment of the results : Are the objectives met?
Should the policy be carried, adjusted?
▶▶An urban policy approach is an added value
to city’s governance as it moves beyond the
accumulation of uncoordinated projects. It
constitutes a long term, adaptable framework
and a new mode of cooperation.
In opposition, an approach solely based on projects
is incomplete :

Project Based
Approach

Public Policy Approach

Uniformed

Based on a shared diagnosis

Specific area

City scale

Punctual

Process based on a circle

Individually based,
Uncoordinated

Coordination between
levels of governance

Tab. 2 : The difference between a Project Based and a Public Policy
approach
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

A public policy approach leads to an inclusive city
in the sense that it clearly defines problems and
needs of the residents. It is forward looking and
resilient as it takes all stakeholders into account
and it evolves with time.

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city

C. Methodology: Proposing a
comprehensive diagnostic as
a stepping stone toward an
inclusive city strategy
1. Assessment of the current political
situation
An inclusive urban policy approach relies on the
assessment of political and economic power
relations at different scales. The following
diagrams and graphs are the result of the
analysis of (1) the stakeholders (2) and the
actions undertaken on the municipal territory
since 1998. This analysis has been conducted
through the collection of reports and the synthesis
of discourses held by our interviewees during our
fieldwork.

a. Actors
Many actors play a role in the current context of
Jbeil’s development. They represent actors from
the public and private sector as well as regional,
national and international organisations. As will
be further developed throughout the report, each
actor has a set of interests and agendas which
sometimes come in conflict with or contradict
each other. This ultimately produces conflictual
discourses preventing a coherent vision of the
city.
This schema a qualitative representation of
the weight and relationships between these
stakeholders. It shows the centrality of the
municipality as it acts as an important coordinator
between all actors. However, the Municipality also
relies on them for funding and support.
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Fig. 12 : The stakeholder’s environment in Jbeil
Source : Capstone group, 2017.
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b. No consensus on the envisioning of the city
Theses actors have a different scope of action and
a different ambitions for the future of their city. We
highlighted three different trends that influence the
direction of the actions undertaken. These vision
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Fig. 13 : Presentation of the different visions on Jbeil’s future
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

(port city, regional hub, international attractive
pole) are then broken down in sub-section that
detail their substance. While certain actors have
stakes in conserving a peaceful port city, others
are looking to expand it towards a regional and
even international horizon.

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city

c. Fragmented action orientation
These diverging scales
uncoordinated actions.

of

vision

lead

to

The study of 80 projects conducted from 1998
and 2017 in Jbeil helped us assess and measure
the trends of the city development. It is however
important to note that the vision provided by these
data are highly subjective as they are incomplete
and biased by the limited access to information.
For example the current period is overrepresented.
▶▶This analysis confirmed the discourses we
collected and highlights the nature of the actions
were concentrated toward culture (11 actions)
and physical urban interventions (10 actions).
▶▶It showed the importance of the Municipality
as a central decision-maker and executive
power.

▶▶It shed light on the fact that projects are short
term based (for a few days to a year in majority).
The heterogeneity in term of temporality showed
that projects are not inscribed within a forward
looking calendar.
▶▶It also highlighted a lack of transparency
and communication as it is difficult to assess the
precise nature, completion status, and the reimplementation of many projects.

Projects are not coordinated in term of actors,
scales and fields. This confirms the absence
of a diagnosis on the situation of the city and a
scattered vision. This analysis is also helpful
in reorienting the direction of future actions. For
instance, we promote actions that are less focused
on heritage-led urban development, toward long
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Fig. 14 : Synthesis of the actions undertaken in Jbeil (1998-2017), by type of actions
Source : Casptone group, 2017.

Fig. 15 : Synthesis of the actions undertaken in Jbeil (1998-2017), by type of actors
Source : Casptone group, 2017.
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term and informed urban policies.

For every one of these axis we :

2. The report’s approach

▶▶propose a diagnosis of the situation built on
the collection of documents, our fieldwork and the
analysis of the discourses held by interviewees,

We have conducted a diagnosis of the issues
at stake in Jbeil. We have established four axis
based on the strengths and potentials of
Jbeil, that would best be developed through
urban policies. These axis emerged through the
the analysis of dominant discourses and
repeated demands from interviewees. They are
linked to the the assessment of the perception of
stakeholders.
Every axis, if well developed and invested in can
have a positive impact on the inclusivity of the city.
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Stimulate a diversified economy
Track 1: Diversify tourist economy
Track 2: Expand tourism toward the East
Track 3: Integrate Jbeil in a regional tourism network
Track 4: Promote local production in the artisanal
sector
Track 5: Invest in dynamic market for the youth

▶▶present the current approach established by
actors. This approach is systematically synthesized
in a diagram,
▶▶unpack the challenges that emerge out of this
diagnosis,
▶▶propose recommandations that complement
the actions that have been undertaken with what
can be improved,
▶▶we highlight a recommendation with a
detailed exemplary reference from another case
study.

Enhance social involvement
Track 1: Improve participation at the neighborhood
scale
Track 2: Explore other forms of participation
Track 3: Involve the residents in the events of the
city
Track 4: Support activities initiated by residents
through the neighborhood committees
Track 5: Improve and diversify facilities for residents

Improve the urban environment

Build an integrated governance

Track 1: Create an efficient transportation plan

Track 1: Adopt an urban policy approach

Track 2:Develop and integrated public transportation
system

Track 2: Create a database to lead informed policies

Track 3: Promote alternative modes of transportation
Track 4: Protect existing natural assets
Track 5: Develop public spaces in the upper part of the
city

Track 3: Continue on building a city strategy

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city
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II. Stimulate a diversified economy
How to attract investment and create jobs through
a more sustainable tourism and diversified
economy?

A. Diagnostic : The potentials
of a diversified economy
1. A diversified tourist industry
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Currently, as Jbeil continues on attracting
investments and people to the city, the tourist
economy remains a central axis of development
that generates economic returns. However,
these returns are not equally distributed across
the city as they are centred around the Old City.
Furthermore, the tourist economy proposes low
economic opportunities for the youth. Thus, Jbeil’s
tourist economy must not be taken as the only pole
of economic development for the city and must
expand its prospects to other sectors of potential.

a. Economic returns from heritage-led urban
development in the Old City

Jbeil is a cultural pole of international and
national importance due to its archaeological and
historical heritage (cf. Part I).

An inclusive city for all residents involves the
promotion of a diversified economy. Indeed, a
diversified economy includes of more people in
the economic circle. As will be explained, Jbeil also
has a variety of potential that have yet to develop in
order to better address the needs of all its residents.
This potential can be developed by investing in
already existing infrastructures while also creating
new opportunities. In the following part we will
demonstrate that promoting a sustainable tourism
and a diversified economy will lead to a more
inclusive city.

"The over-specialization
of the Old City poses
a threat to the city as
a whole" (A resident)

Fig. 16 : Map of functions in the Old City of Byblos
Source : Solidere, The Quarterly, 2005.

▶▶Jbeil is a city that is increasingly welcoming

visitors within its walls. Indeed, the number of
visitors to Jbeil has doubled over the last
decade, in part due to the CHUD, but also due to
the investment of the Municipality on the Old City.

▶▶These visitors include:

ưưInternational tourists: European and Gulf
tourists,
ưưLocal

visitors:

from

all

over

Lebanon,
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representing three quarters of all tourists to the

Number

of

visitors

to

Jbeil,

2002-2015

Source : CHUD Economic Report 2016

Old City (World Bank, Culture and Heritage Report
2002).

▶▶While the average stay is only for a one day, the
average daily expenditure per person is estimated
at 75 US dollars for same day visits and at 183 US
dollars for overnight stays. The tourist industry
leads to important economic returns but suffers

Same day
visit
Overnight
stay

Visitor overall

a key factor in the success of events such as the
International Byblos Festival which attracts 50
000 visitors every summer since 2003, creating
around 600 summer jobs each year on top of the
20 permanent members.

▶▶ Other events in the Old City organized by

private business developers attract tourists
and residents such as Ms. Alice Edde’s events
(Jbeil has an Epiphany, Flower Market, Jazz nights,
Alice in beeland brought together honey producers
together with the AUB school of apiculturists…).

1.0

74.62

1.5

274.5

b. Tourism beyond the Old City

1.0

76.76

▶▶Jbeil and its surroundings also hold a tourist
potential as they encompass a wide array of
attractive sites including:

▶▶Furthermore, rehabilitation projects of the
historical sites, such as the one implemented by
the CHUD, have contributed to the success of the
tourist economy in Jbeil. This project exemplifies
the ways in which a heritage led urban
development project can directly or indirectly
stimulate investments and lead to employment
growth. Indeed, the project has enhanced the
city’s attractiveness for both tourists and business
investors, as demonstrated by the increase in
economic returns since the implementation of

Direct
impact on
employment
(no. of jobs)

▶▶The urban and historical environment of Jbeil is

Average expenditure
per visit per
person (US$)

from short term tourist visits.

Direct impact
on income
(US$ million)

The data drawn from official statistics and
from sample surveys estimates the total direct
impact of the increase in tourists and business
investments up to 4 million US dollars in 2015;
the impact on income is estimated at around 1
million US dollars and has led to the creation of
a total of 143 new jobs.

Average lenght
of stay (days)

Tab. 3 : Average expenditure per visitor and length of stay (2015)
Source : CHUD Economic Report 2016

Direct impact
on output
(US$ million)

the project.

Increased
tourist
expanditure

Increase
business
investment

Total impact

2.88

1.13

4.01

0.71

0.25

0.96

110

33

143

Tab. 4 : Estimated annual direct impacts on output, incomes and
employment on Jbeil’s economy that are fully or partially attributable
to the CHUD project (2015)
Source : CHUD Economic Report 2016

▶▶Environmental sites:

Bahsa Beach, Nahr
Ibrahim, Bentael Nature Reserve, Fish fossil
stores, Mount-Lebanon Ski (Laqlouq).

▶▶Educational centres: Lebanese American

University (in Blat), Wax museum, and Research
Academic centre: The International Centre for
Human Sciences created with the co-operation of
UNESCO and based in Jbeil.

▶▶Religious and Memorial sites: Mar Charbel

Monastery (accessible with a bus shuttle from
the bus station next to the Municipality to the
monastery), Armenian Orphanage and Museum
(South of the Archaeological site).

2. Other economic opportunities
a. A balanced growth in Jbeil?
▶▶While tourism represents a source of revenue
for the city, it remains a fragile economy subject
to political and economic fluctuations. For
instance, tourism dropped by a threefold in the
summer 2006 due to political instability, as well as
in 2012 (cf. Table 1). Thus, the tourist economy is
contingent upon seasonal changes and external
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factors making it an unstable economic sector .

ưưEducational institutions (university, schools),

and cultural institutions then on restaurants
and leisure activities. Indeed, 45% of tourist
expenditures in the Old city is spent on restaurants
and cafés and 41% shopping (CHUD, economic
assessment impact, 2016).

ưưTourism ,

▶▶Furthermore, tourists spend less on museums

Visitors are attracted toward the peaceful
atmosphere and the social environment of
Jbeil. This upholds the need to develop different
sectors of the economy that are not only based on
heritage-led urban development.

b. Local resources beyond the tourist economy
According to the IMF in 2015, Jbeil survives on
the following 10 sectors (not classified in order of
importance) :
ưưHealth
(hospital,
pharmacies),
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ưưFinancial
exchanges),

(bank

laboratories,

insurance,

dit c’était useless

Fig. 17 : Economic centers of Jbeil
Source : Cadastrial map, Muncipality of Jbeil, 2017

clinics,

houses

of

ưưHospitality sector (restaurant, pubs, hotels),
ưưPublic sector,
ưưCommercial,

ưưLegal (notary public, lawyer, mayors),

ưưConstructions and infrastructures,

ưưPrivate infrastructures (electricity), public
services (telephone and postal services),

These diverse economic sectors activate Jbeil’s
economy, also placing it as an important secondary
pole in the Lebanese economy.

▶▶Jbeil also has a history of artisanal knowledge
and expertise, namely in perfume making, body
lotions, soap, honey, distillation and agriculture.
▶▶The strength of this economy lies in the
eastern part of the city, where most residents
live and agricultural land are concentrated. The
following map highlights the spatial division
between the tourist pole focused in the West, and

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city

the commercial pole concentrated along the Voie
13.

3. Current approaches
development

to

economic

The previous figure is based on the discourses

on the economy, represented in the reports on Jbeil
and interviews conducted during our fieldwork.
These discourses sometimes present conflicting
views on the economic situation.

▶▶Concerning tourism:

ưưOn the one hand, certain business developers
favour a mass approach to tourism, favouring
the maximization of the number of visitors over a
quality tourism.

ưưOn the other, actors such as the Municipality and
other business developers favour a sustainable
vision of tourism based on small-scale tourism,
diversifying the tourist economy, valuing cultural
wealth, the integration of tourism in the regional
network, and expanding the average tourist stay
in Jbeil.

▶▶Concerning the diversification of the economy:

ưưOn the one hand, tourist-oriented businesses
are interested in focusing on tourism as the central
pole of development for the economy of the city.
ưưOther priorities centre around the need to create
new opportunities for the youth, regulating
the development of tourist activities, promoting
mixed-use economy in the upper part of town and
stimulating different sectors of the economy.
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Fig. 18 : Conflicting visions over the economic developement of the city
Source : Capstone group, 2017.
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B. Developping a sustainable
tourism policy
1. Challenges
a. Risk of overdependence on tourism
▶▶The tourist economy is currently facing many

challenges linked to the risk of touristification
of the Old City and overspecialization in an
economy that caters to tourists (especially since
residents are moving to the East).

▶▶Risk of homogenization of commerces for
tourists that import their products instead of selling
local production shop production not related
to local production.
b. Saturation of tourist market
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▶▶The risk of homogenization is linked to the
saturation of restaurant services, which is
related to the distribution of too many restaurant
and shop permits concentrated in the Old City.

▶▶This saturation of commerce leads to negative
externalities for residents who claim that the Old
City has become too busy and noisy.
▶▶Residents are afraid of losing the peacefulness

of the city.

c. Discrepancy between old and “new” city

Public Policy:

▶▶The focus on the Old City as the centre for tourist
activity has led to a division between the Old City
and the new part of town beyond the highway.
This division is also marked by the difference
between the Old City’s urban landscape and new
constructions in the upper city due to the historical
evolution of the city.
▶▶Investments and projects for tourists remain

concentrated in the Old City, which creates
a division between tourists and residents (and
residents feel excluded).

2. Proposed recommendations

Sustainable tourism is an alternative to
the current way of approaching tourism. The
many facets of a sustainable tourism include
small-scale tourism as opposed to maximizing
the number of tourists while expanding the
duration of tourists’ stay; expanding the poles
of attraction to diversify the tourist economy;
cherishing and protecting the cultural heritage;
and integrating Jbeil within the larger network
of tourism across cities in Lebanon. This
approach to tourism is more inclusive as it targets
a wider tourist audience, while preserving the
environment and cultural heritage of the city.
The vision of a sustainable tourism in Jbeil can
be achieved through the tracks highlighted in the
following table.

Track 1: Diversify tourist economy
(cf. Exemplary Reference )

Developing a Sustainable Track 2: Expand tourism towards the East
Tourism Policy
Track 3: Integrate Jbeil in regional tourism network

Fig. 19 : A romanticized Old City
Source : Jbeil’s facebook page, 2017.

5 recommendations

Fig. 20 : An underlooked upper part of town
Source : Capstone group, 2017.
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TRACK 1

DIVERSIFY TOURIST ECONOMY

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶Tourist development center proposed by the
Municipality, which is a new tourist information
center involved in building a regional network.
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
#1. The Municipality must encourage a mixedeconomy in the Old City. It can respond to
the risk of saturation in one sector such as the
development of restaurants by:
ưưRegulating licence distribution, creating and
enforcing a land use plan.

ưưEnforcing regulation framework to limit
noise in the streets and minimise negative
externalities.

ưưPreserving the diversity in the Old City,
including the school, markets, government
buildings, and inciting residents of the walled city
not to sell their houses, shops and dwellings.

ưưan inventory of historical houses with a
potential of tourism in the new parts of the town
(cultural, religious, leisure, green tourism).

ưưThe Municipality should promote in-house
tourism to incite owners to rehabilitate their homes.

#5. Links must be created between the East

and West in order to mend the gap created by
the highway and the uneven development of both
parts.

ưưImplementing continuous pedestrian itineraries
and tours within the Old City into the new city.

ưưIlluminations of historial houses throughout the
city with light shows.

#6. Creating links between residents and
tourists can lead to a more welcoming experience
for tourists as well as make residents directly benefit
from economic returns generated by tourists.
ưưMixed events for residents and tourists all year
long, especially in less touristy parts of town.

ưưDevelopment mixed housing buildings such as
“maisons d’hôtes” or bed & breakfast that could
benefit the residents in the new part of the city.

#2. Diversifying the tourist offer is also a way

of broadening the scope of tourism and preventing
the over specialisation in the leisure sector by
proposing :
ưưWine trails

ưưEcotourism (cf. Exemplary Reference )

#3. Drawing

on
harbour
potential
to
facilitate visitor-fishermen interaction. Create an
educational space for a museum-school where
people can learn from the trades of the sea to
preserve fishing knowledge (Preliminary report
100 RC, 2015).
TRACK 2

EXPAND TOURISM TOWARD THE EAST

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶Ancient existing houses that are currently under
threats of being demolished represent a cultural
asset that could be used for sustainable tourism,
such as ecolodge, in house tourism, etc.

▶▶Pedestrian bridge to the Municipality.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
#4. Preseving cultural heritage in the East
through:

TRACK 3

INTEGRATE JBEIL IN REGIONAL
TOURISM NETWORK

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE

▶▶Bikes 4 all.

▶▶Tourism development centre.
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
#7. Integrating a regional tourist network to
promote the events in Jbeil at a larger scale and
attract more visitors from surrounding areas.

ưưBike line that joins the three cities in the
North, Amchit, Jbeil and Batroun along the former
rail track toward the South to Tabarja and Jounieh.
ưưCreate a network with other tourist
information centres (Tripoli-Jbeil-Baalbeck-TyrSaida): share information and promote events in
each city
ưưOrganize and publish a website/page containing
the city’s events for both residents and tourists
to diffuse everywhere (not only Municipality’s
information but disseminate social agenda).
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3. Exemplary reference: Ecotourism
Track 1: Diversify tourist economy
BACKGROUND INFORMATIONS
Name

Sidi-Amor, Tunisia

Population

6 400 (2014)

Description

Mediterranean city located 12 km from the centre of
the capital Tunis.

Website

http://www.sidiamor.org/gda1/gda-sidi-amor/Vidéo:
https://vimeo.com/96033044
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CASE STUDY: ECOVILLAGE IN SIDI AMOR, TUNISIA
Policy

According to the World Tourism Organization, ecotourism is a major trend with
a growing demand for responsible tourism to natural areas that respect the
environment, and improve the well-being of local people. The Mediterranean area
is one of the most interesting regions in the world in terms of ecotourism potential.
The project aims to protect traditional crafts, materials (clay, stone, straw) and knowledge
(historical architectural expertise) while creating job opportunities, such as an incubator for
the youth. It also strives to make ecotourisl part of the public knowledge and discourse
and develop a circular, sustainable and environmentally friendly economy.

Project

▶▶Sidi Amor is pilot project of ecoconstructions on a 7 hectares
ecovillage started in 2004. It encompasses:
ưư 3 sustainable buildings constructed and designed by
Tunisians out of compressed brick and dried hay,

ưư Agricultural garden for food production, an aromatic garden, a horticulture
and a rosary (with more than 350 types of flowers from Tunisia),
ưư Internship for students in architecture to create their own project on the site,

ưư Workshops in artisinal artcrafts

Started as private project by Mohammed Taieb Ben Miled and his wife Leila Armel Ben
Romdhane, then integrated a public-private partnership with :
ưư ’Ecole Supérieure des Sciences et Technologies du Design (ESSTED) in Tunis

Actors
involved

ưư the National Research Institute of Rural Engineering, Water and Forests (INRGREF)
ưư Institution de la Recherche et de l’Enseignement Supérieur Agricoles (IRESA)
ưư National Engineering School of Tunis
ưư School of ceramic of Sidi Kacem

ưư The project has now developed into an NGO called “Centre
écologique du Groupement de développement agricole”
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Funding
Completion
Status

Entirely financed by grants and subsidies. Receives “modest assistance from Turkey,
Korea, England, Italy, Tunisian national government and the World Bank.” (Huffington Post, E.
Flattau, 2014).
13 years of implementation

OPPORTUNITY OF ADAPTATION IN JBEIL
The Municipality acts a as:

Role of the
Municipality

ưư a coordinator between all actors who have stakes in developing a sustainable
tourism

ưư a coordinator between all (ongoing and future) actions put in place towards a
sustainable tourism
ưư an organizer to channel private and public funding towards ecotourism

ưư Waqf can provide agricultural land to develop a model of eco-construction
and create an agricultural garden to preserve flora of Lebanon

How to
apply it
in Jbeil?

Stakeholders

ưư Schools can develop programs with children to volunteer and tend to the
garden
ưư Private actors such as Souk El Tayeb can help build an eco-house in cooperation with

ưư LAU and AUT (and other university students across Lebanon) through
internship opportunities to design the eco-house

Need for
adapatation

An eco-village must be inscribed within a public policy that directs the future of
tourism towards a sustainable economy. This public policy could include all
projects that have already been undertaken by the Municipality such as:
ưư the waterfront walkway
ưư the Bikes 4 All

ưư the project to green sidewalks.
Would create an environmental model in Lebanon that:
ưư attracts local and international visitors

What does it bring
to the city?

ưư preserves ancient knowledge with modern expertise
ưư protects urban agricultural land

ưư develops a public discourse around eco-construction

ưư creates opportunities for school children and jobs for students
ưư is a step towards sustainable tourism

Limit to the
implementation

Need to find investors and land to develop the project in the upper part of town
(on mountains)

Limit of the proposition

Must be developed within the framework of the diversification of tourism or else
could become another single/uncoordinated project.
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C. Creating job opportunities
through the diversification
of the II. Creating job
opportunities through the
diversification of the economy
1. Challenges
a. High unemployment among youth
▶▶With 25% unemployment between 15 and 24

years old, the youth lacks job opportunities which
is one of the main factors of emigration in Jbeil
and Lebanon in general.

▶▶Connections between students of LAU and

residents of Jbeil remains limited, as student
housing is concentrated in Blat meaning few
students live in the centre of the city.
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b. Growing competition with small commerces
▶▶The upcoming construction of the mall in the

east of the city poses a threat to the economy
of small business. Indeed, a possible replication

Public Policy:

of economic functions and shops in the mall leads
to a fear of competition with small commerces. This
produces points of tension between the two
main commercial zones: Old City and Voie 13.

c. Loss of local knowledge
▶▶The economic development of the city and the
decrease in sales of local products has led to
the fear of losing local traditional crafts. The
loss of local knowledge poses a threat to the next
generation. These elements of the identity of Jbeil
must be promoted for the preservation of heritage
and for youth of Jbeil.

2. Proposed recommendations

A diversified economy is understood as
the diversification of markets and income
sources. Economic diversification strays away
from a mono-centred economy and utilizes
all economic potential of the city in order to
increase the range of outputs.
A diversified economy in the context of Byblos
would entail the tracks highlighted below.

Track 1: Promote local production in the artisanal sector

Creating job opportunities
Track 2: Invest in a dynamic market for the youth
through the diversification
(cf. Exemplary Reference )
of the economy

Fig. 21 : Development of generic restaurant close to the Old City
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

Fig. 22 : The upcoming mall under construction
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

4 recommandations

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city

TRACK 1

PROMOTE LOCAL PRODUCTION
IN THE ARTISANAL SECTOR

TRACK 2

INVEST IN A DYNAMIC
MARKET FOR THE YOUTH

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶Workshops organized by Municipality such a
ceramic worshop.

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶Conference centre in construction with planned
regular connections with hotels downtown.

▶▶A wine festival organized by the Municipality to

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
#1. Attract innovative and creative business
to Jbeil to create job opportunities especially in
fields turned towards youth.

▶▶A flower market organized in May where local
products such as honey and pottery are sold.
promote local wines.

▶▶Project of a weekly farmer’s market engaging
with artists, fishermen and farmers.
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
#1. Invest in workshops and support existing
artisanal skills.

ưưArt craft centre in collaboration with schools
and university programs learning youth of Jbeil.
Tap into the potential of new designers that
develop in Beirut (cf.Gaia studies).
ưưEncourage local artists and artisans by
subsidizing housing and providing low rent.

ưưAttract sponsors and investors to develop
local art and crafts.

#2. Promote a market on which these products

can be sold in order to incentivize artists and
artisans to continue on creating products.
ưưNeed for a shop owner association to help
them organize events collective* Festivals that
promote culture and traditional food/music.
ưưCreate and promote a Jbeil label of items
produced in Jbeil (e.g. : “Destination Byblos”).

Fig. 23 : Flower market
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

▶▶Incubator.

ưưThrough the developement of a Creativity
platform (cf. Exemplary reference ).

#2. Connect with
the LAU to integrate
economic opportunities created by students
into the economic circuit of the city.
ưưDeveloping affordable student housing offer in
the city in collaboration with the Waqf.

ưưFacilitate mobility to the university through a low
expense shuttle.

#3. Support agriculture and small commerces.
ưưSupport agricultural economy by protecting
agricultural land from urban development.

ưưFocus on giving incentives and supporting
the development of small-scale commerces
in order to mitigate competition between the mall
and small businesses.
ưưOrganize a set of conferences and seminars for
investors and organizations introducing the city’s
assets and potential in terms of land, labour skills
and services.

Fig. 24 : Neo-preneur incubator in Jbeil
Source : Google map image.
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3. Examplary reference: Creative industry

Track 2: Invest in a dynamic market for the youth
BACKGROUND INFORMATIONS
Name
Population

1.12 million

Description

Member of 100 Resilient Cities Network, touristic city
(15 UNESCO monuments), university center, suffers
from youth unemployment (43,8% in the ages 18-29)

Website
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Thessaloniki, Greece

http://creativityplatform.gr/en/

CASE STUDY : CREATIVITY PLATFORM IN THESSALONIKI, GREECE
The “Creative Industry” is considered as a dynamic and increasingly developing
sector of urban economies, which has a potential for wealth and job creation,
especially for the youth. The creative industry includes industries in:
ưư visual arts (painting, sculpture, photography etc.);
ưư visual media (film, advertising, television);

Instrument

ưư performing arts (theatre, dance, music etc.);
ưư architecture;

ưư literature (publications, magazines, newspapers).
It is a bottom-up approach by creating opportunities for young professionals as they receive:
ưư Support in their businesses, projects and entrepreneurial ideas.
ưư Link groups and people to a network of professionals.
ưư Develop and expand their skill sets.

The aim of the project is to promote projects, activities and events that
link the creative communities, professional operators and entrepreneurial
initiatives together. and to support and create opportunities for the youth
They developed projects in the context of the creativity platform such as:

Project

ưư Creativity For.Th: focus on a creative cluster in the Old Commercial center of the city
with events such as a Creative Walk, a weekend with open offices/art spaces, the launch of an
on-line ‘be-creative’ tool, and networking events.

ưư AgroDesign: students help agrofood companies with branding and packaging solutions
(ex: wine marketing).

ưư Handpeak: on-line tool which allows visitors or inhabitants of the city to meet young
designers, shop-owners and businesses within a short walk.

ưư Crunch events (Creative Brunch): open networking meetings that include briefing and
training on available fundraising opportunities.
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Actors
involved

Non-profit organization that collaborates with: the Municipality; Institutions such as the
International University, the Goethe Institute, the British Council and The Macedonian
Museum of Contemporary Art (MMCA), Helexpo (National exhibition agency of
Greece); The Thessaloniki International Fair (TIF), the Hellenic Center of Research and
Technology (EKETA) and the Thessaloniki Chamber of Commerce and Industry (TCCI)
Partnership with URBACT’s My Generation at Work network

Private contributions and micro
Funding depends on the projects:

Funding

funding,

sponsors

and

voluntary

work

Creative Walk: funded by the Municipality with €5,000 per year,
AgroDesign: co-financed by the European funds (€5.000) and from the StimuleringsFonds
(€9,500) per year
Future ideas for funding: operation of a Thessaloniki Design Shop with the support of the
Municipality to sell local products

OPPORTUNITY OF ADAPATION IN JBEIL

The municipality can act as a driver to develop a public policy to
steer future projects towards the creative industry. It can develop
partnership with private property owners and university students to:

Role of the
Municipality

Provide low-cost coworking space for youth
ưư Online tool to connect young professionals
ưư Networking events

ưư Project based on “Agrodesign” to collaborate with LAU students to
produce Jbeil Label to market local wine production (and other products)

How to
apply it
in Jbeil?

ưư Project based on “Handpeak” to create on-line tool that links visitors with
young designers and business owners in the city

Stakeholders LAU, AUT, Incubator (neopreneur) and museums.
Need for
adapations

This project can be implemented at a smaller scale in Jbeil.

ưư Diversifies the economy towards a creative industry

What does it bring
to the city?

Limit to the
implementation

Limit of the proposition

ưư Can benefit from expertise of the 100RC network and the past experience of
Thessaloniki
ưư Bottom-up approach leads to high levels of participation and ownership of
project by residents
ưư The presence of students in the creative field in Byblos and Beirut is a
good starting point to implement this policy Requires network in collaboration
with local and international actors (public, private, national, international)

Requires a network in collaboration with local and international actors (public,
private, national, international)
Takes time to develop a whole creative industry
Need to find a space in the East for this initiative to take place

This project must not only be accessible for middle or upper-class income
groups and must attempt to include all incomes.
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III. Improve the urban environment
How to improve the built environment for a
more accessible, inclusive and pleasant urban
lifestyle?
The notion of inclusiveness considers the city
as a coherent whole including its inhabitants and
physical environment. Since Jbeil’s gradual shift
from a small port to a major city, it has largely
benefited from the booming economy while also
suffering from negative externalities. One of the
major issues concerns the large amount of traffic,
congestion and lack of parking space, especially
due to the lack of an alternative public and
accessible transportation system.
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Therefore, inclusiveness must be understood
as improved mobility and accessibility to space. In
other words, accessibility to any places, for every
able or disabled residents and by any modalities.
Hence, inclusiveness includes the right to wellbeing in the city for the whole inhabitants, as
the public space belongs to them and should
be dedicated to a collective use, opened to
any residents. This requires first to fight private
encroachment on public space, the conservation of
Jbeil’s natural assets, and urban open spaces such
as gardens or parks. Fostering well-being for Jbeil’s
inhabitants can be successfully fulfilled through
increased mobility and improved accessibility to a
greener urban environment.

"The rise in land prices
is not related to an
increasing lack of
space, but rather to
housing speculation.
Indeed there are lots
of vacant buildings in
Jbeil." (LAU professor)

A. Diagnostic: Urban physical
assets with limited financial
and spatial accessibility
1. High cost of living
▶▶The city has experienced rapid urban sprawl
due to unregulated private investments in the
real estate market. Today, the Municipality is faced
with a challenge to balance the importance of
private property and the need to improve public
infrastructures and space.

▶▶The increase in housing demand leads to
housing speculation. The city’s population has
exponentially increased since the 1960 (Culture
and Heritage, 2002). Today, the demographic
growth has decreased (100 Resilient Cities,
Byblos City Profile, 2014) but other factors, such
as the increase of standard of living or investments
from the Golf, increase pressure on the real estate
market (Eric Verdeil, Ghaleb Faour, Sébastien
Velut, Atlas du Liban, 2007).

▶▶The rise in housing prices pushes people
out of the city. As the city is becoming more
expensive, low-income residents tend to relocate
out of the city. This particularly affects the youth,
who also suffers from high unemployment (cf. Part
II).
▶▶The Maronite Waqf is attempting to fight high
cost of housing and retain the Maronite youth
of Jbeil by making available affordable housing
(e.g.: residential charity project in Amchit since
1994 in which low-income families can benefit
from a dwelling for 99 years through a emphyteutic
lease).
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2. Public, open green spaces & Natural
assets
a. Green spaces and natural assets : a public asset
▶▶Over the past years, the Municipality has

invested in greening projects for the city such as:
ưưThe rehabilitation project of the Roman Axis
within the program of the CHUD,

ưưThe sidewalk greening project in the old city by
former Mayor Joseph Chami,

ưưThe creation of a Wagon Park in the western
part of the city rented to the Municipality by the
Maronite Waqf.

b. Agricultural lands within Jbeil: an indirect asset
▶▶While urban agricultural lands have become
scarce in Lebanon, Jbeil still holds agricultural
lands scattered across the city (cf. Map Green
spaces in Jbeil).
▶▶The Christian and Muslim Waqf are key actors
as major agricultural landowners. In 2002, in the
old city for example, 27% of Jbeil lands belong
to Waqfs (World Bank, Cultural And Heritage
Report. Cultural Heritage & Urban Development
And Reconstruction In Lebanon, 2002).

▶▶The Municipality has managed to preserve
other public spaces, such as the Bahsa Beach in
the north of Jbeil. It is one of the rare public beaches
in the country, as they have been increasingly
privatized (e.g. the privatization of the last public
beach in Beirut in February 2016).
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Fig. 27 : Agricultural land in Jbeil
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

c. In between spaces: an informal asset

Fig. 25 : Wagon Park
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

Fig. 26 : Voie Romaine
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

▶▶Leftover spaces are found in between
private property and public spaces, such as
the narrow alleyways between two apartment
buildings. These spaces are a by-product of
mushroom constructions and urbanization, leaving
behind small plots of land between functional
spaces (Bouchain, 2002). Residents appropriate
this space to fit their particular needs, whether it is
used as a parking lot, a place to hang clothes or a
playground for the children of the neighbourhood.
▶▶These spaces represent a potential for Jbeil
in terms of community building and creating
public and safe spaces. Indeed, there are plenty
of scattered in-between spaces in the residential
areas, especially in the eastern part of the city.
While some are only concrete, other are green
space with woodlands and fruit-bearing trees.
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Fig. 28 : In between space in Jbeil
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

d. Urban aesthetic
preservation
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harmony

and

heritage

▶▶Aesthetic rehabilitation and preservation
initiatives, such as the CHUD rehabilitation of the
building facades and Roman Axis, have only been
done to the extent that they valorise local heritage
and consequently are mainly concentrated on the
western part of the city.
▶▶Recently, the Municipality has shifted its
focus toward the centre of the city with the
construction of the new Municipality building and
the development of a green corridor (Municipality
of Jbeil, Hashim Sarkis, Urban Projects, 2016).

Fig. 29 : Map of green spaces in Jbeil
Source : Cadastrial map, Muncipality of Jbeil, 2017

3. Mobility and accessibility

are often congested (AUB, Redevelopment of the
road network in Jbeil, 2017).

a. Walkability: non-tourist areas are less pedestrian
friendly
▶▶The highway embodies the fragmentation
of Jbeil, dividing it between East and West.
In order to mend this divide, the Municipality has
constructed an exclusively pedestrian bridge.
However, there are no secure pedestrian foot paths
to access the roundabout towards the Municipality
from the new city.

b. Road infrastructures
congestion

submitted

to

traffic

▶▶A saturation of road infrastructures has
accompanied Jbeil’s rapid economic growth. Main
commercial and transit axes, such as the Road 13

▶▶This is notably linked to the lack of parking
space, which is an obstacle for car circulation
and pedestrian mobility as drivers tend to park
on the sidewalks. This issue is a top priority for
the Municipality to address in the upcoming years
(Jbeil City Profile, 2015).

c. A limited public transportation system
▶▶Implementing a public transportation system
remains difficult in the absence of demographic
data on inhabitants’ habits and trends.
▶▶The current public transport system of Jbeil
is not unified as it is composed of multiple private
actors and individual entrepreneurs who are not
coordinated.
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Fig. 30 : Pedestrian bridge under construction
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

Fig. 31 : Illegal parking
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

▶▶The municipal shuttle is limited to the eastern
part of the city and is mainly used by tourists.
▶▶The Municipality has developed a means
of transportation with Bikes 4 all. This shared
bikes network is healthy and eco-friendly. However
it is essentially recreational and is not used as an
alternative to private transportation for the following
reason:
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ưưThe station’s network is limited to the old city,
ưưRenting a bike for an hour is expensive (5 000
Lebanese pounds) for a daily use,
ưưFinally, bike use is inconvenient in Jbeil due to
the slopes in the Eastern part of the city.

Fig. 33 : Jbeil’s routes of the Connex project
Source : Connex, 2017.

Fig. 32 : Pedestrian bridge under construction
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

Here pic of bike 4 all +
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4. Current
approaches
environment development

to

urban

This

diagram above illustrates the main
trends one can discern in Jbeil stakeholders’
discourses regarding the priorities they must put
in place to respond to the challenges previously
mentioned. Currently, the necessity to improve
the urban physical environment of Jbeil is a
consensus between the various stakeholders of
the city. However, their views may differ on the
nature of the path to follow. The diagram illustrates
the conflicting ways through which different
stakeholders seek to improve the urban
environment according to their own interests.
The main debate concerns the use of space and
the way it should be protected or developed by
public or private actors. Between the two, the
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Fig. 35 : Conflicting visions over the use of the urban environement
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

discourses are fairly binary and conflicting:
▶▶Certain business, real estate developers, and
private individuals are in favour of a private
sector-led development. They argue that it is the
best way to attract investments and make Jbeil an
economically dynamic and attractive town.

▶▶Actors such as the Municipality, the Waqfs or
the residents favour a development requiring
the protection of collective use of space: their
interests are various but all of them rely on the
necessity to make the space accessible to all:

ưưFirst, it means protecting and recognizing the
significance of public space, especially natural
and green assets,
ưưFinally, improving mobility with a better walkability
and public transport system.
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B. Developing an integrated
urban mobility policy
1. Challenges
a. Lack of walkability and marginalization of people
and places
▶▶Old people, children or people with
disabilities are excluded from certain places
as they are too dangerous or hard to access.
▶▶There are more accessible sidewalks in the old
city than in the new city.
▶▶Not only are individuals marginalized but so
are places, as they are not easily accessible by
foot. This is the case of the Municipality building
that is in the centre of the roundabout which
prevents people from the eastern part to access it
by foot in a secure manner.

b. Traffic and public transports coherence issues
▶▶Saturation and traffic jam
ưưThe current road network and the inefficient
signalization
system
exacerbates
traffic
congestion (AUB, Redevelopment of the road
network in Jbeil, 2017).
ưưTraffic must be reduced while still providing
residents and visitors access to the different sites.
ưưReducing traffic is a challenge also because it is
difficult to change rooted habits and incite people
to walk rather than drive.
▶▶Illegible public transport system

Public Policy:
Developing an integrated
mobility policy

ưưCurrently, there is no unified and efficient public
transportation system. The public transportation
system of the City lacks legibility as there are no
official shuttle stops or maps for the municipal
shuttle.
ưưIt is difficult to involve new private actors
in the existing transport market in order
to improve the existing public transport
system. The current public transportation, which
is regulated through the distribution of red plates
to taxi and “service” drivers, is not a responsibility
of the Municipality.This framework has become
an obstacle to reforming the public transportation
system and prevents the creation of a unified and
formal public-private network.

2. Proposed recommendations

Making the urban space more inclusive implies

to focus on the mobility of all inhabitants: for car
owners, it means fighting the traffic congestion
by improving the existing road network.
However, for people who cannot afford a car or
drive anymore, it means improving the existing
public transport network. But in fact, the two
are interdependent: drivers will be keen on driving
their car if traffic is reduced via public transport,
and non-drivers will walk and rely on buses unless
there is traffic congestion or a lack of walkability,
which is often a result individual mobility.
An inclusive transport and mobility policy to shape
an accessible urban space should therefore
tends to strike a balance between individual
and collective mobility on the basis of the three
following tracks.

Track 1: Create an efficient transportation plan
Track 2: Develop and integrated public transportation
system (cf. Exemplary Reference )
Track 3: Promote alternative modes of transportation

7 recommandations
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TRACK 1

CREATE AN EFFICIENT
TRANSPORTATION PLAN

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶The Municipality recently collaborated on a
report on the traffic issues by AUB students, namely
Redevelopment of the road network in Byblos
(2017). Thanks to this report, the Municipality is
r each intersection
now endowed with data on commuting and daily
traffic that are necessaryMost
to understand habits,
Node
ICU
needs and
the Jbeil Caza residents.
n
ICUcommuting of Critical
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LOS

Approach
1
0.7
C
WHAT SHOULD BE DONEEB
2
0.96
F
NB
#1. The Municipality should now build a
3
0.97
F
EB
comprehensive transport plan by drawing on
4
0.84
E
SB
the best alternatives suggested in the AUB report,
5
0.46
A
EB
such as:
6
0.36
A
NB
ư7ưAddition
of
a
lane
on
the
main axis,
1.22
H
EB
0.58
B
NB
ư8ưRoundabouts,
9
0.65
C
NB
ư10ưBetter0.76
signalization,
D
SB
G
SB
ư11ưAdded1.01
car parks.
12
0.63
B
WB
Nonetheless,
the BMunicipality
should also keep
13
0.57
NB

TRACK 2

DEVELOP AN INTEGRATED PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶Connex aims at implementing a new public
transport system that:

ưưIncludes existing actors and overcomes the
issues of the “red plates” licence system (by
buying or renting the plates or even by hiring the
plates owners),

ưưIs not limited to the old city but is designed at the
scale of the Caza,
ưưIs organized in a way that it would reinforce the
attractiveness of Jbeil as the centre of a public
transport star network,

ưưUses modern technological tools such as a
mobile application to track the time slot at which
the bus will pass.

The ultimate goal of the transportation plan is to
incite middle and high income residents to use
public transportation instead of using their cars.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
in mind that those solutions should be framed as
temporary
solutions
while an
efficient
transportation
#2.inComplete the Connex system and connect
most critical
intersections
are at nodes
2, 3,
4, 7, and
11, which are shown
system is developed (AUB, Redevelopment of the
it with multimodal and eco-friendly public
road network in Byblos, 2017).
transportation:
#3. Install Bikes 4 all station in the eastern city
along the Connex bus network,

#4. Create secure bike paths in the eastern part of
the city (AUB, Redevelopment of the road network
in Byblos, 2017).
ưưDemand Transport Responsive system (cf.
Exemplary reference )
#5. Extend the Old City shuttle to the “new” city
in order to increase the mobility of both students
and residents of Blat and Jbeil by:
ưưExtending the LAU shuttle to Jbeil,

Fig. 36 : Critical transportation nodes
Source : Redeveloppment of the road networks in Byblos, p19, AUB,
Figure 6: Map showing critical nodes.
2017.

ưưUsing the shuttle as a real public transportation
means for the inhabitants and not only for the
tourists,
ưưMaking legible transportation maps, with bus
frequency timetables and information signs.

quation 1, the authors calculated the ICU values and from Table 8 the LOS for

n is found. Moreover, the most critical approach in each intersection was

19
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TRACK 3

PROMOTE ALTERNATIVE MODES
OF TRANSPORTATION

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶Bike day,

▶▶Marathon day,

▶▶Ongoing pedestrian bridge between the new
and old cities.
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
#6. Promote the use of soft modes of
transportation

Fig. 39 : Bike 4 all
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

ưưAwareness campaigns that promotes a
change from a car oriented community to a
pedestrian oriented community (Municipality of
Byblos, Hashim Sarkis, 2016).
ưưProvide a proper pedestrian signalisation system
and zebra crossings to incite people to walk.

#7. Develop an integrated pedestrian network
and unified sidewalk on main streets between
the old and new city, notably the Road 13 (cf. 100
RC):
ưưDeveloping the sidewalks and preventing onstreet parking on this commercial road will be
contested by the commercial-shop owners,
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Fig. 38 : Jbeil-Batroun coastal road : a potential
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

ưưThe Municipality should therefore enforce
regulations and fight those individual harmful
behaviours (AUB, Redevelopment of the road
network in Byblos, 2017).

#8. Focus on the area around the schools in
the new city (namely Saint Charbel School):

ưưEnlarge and create sidewalks where most of
the children pass through,

ưưPedibus for children to enable them going
back home by foot in a safely manner.

Fig. 37 : Municipal shuttle in the Old City
Source : Courtney Hadnan Hajj, 2015.
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Fig. 40 : Hashim Sarkis project to improve accessibility
Source: Byblos Urban Project, 2016.
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3. Examplary reference : Demand responsive transport system
Track 2: Develop and integrated public transportation system
BACKGROUND INFORMATIONS
Name
Population

Communauté de Communes du pays d’Héricourt,
France
20 000

Description

The CCPH is a french community of communes in
the region of Bourgogne-Franche-Comté in eastern
France. It covers 24 towns and villages.

Website

http://www.cc-pays-hericourt.fr/rubrique.php?id=356
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CASE STUDY: DEMAND RESPONSIVE TRANSPORT IN HERICOUT, FRANCE
Policy

In 2010, the community of communes framed a global transportation policy
to foster better mobility and new alternatives, with a public pickup service
designed on the entire territory. This policy aims at connecting the local
transportation system with the regional neighboring network.
The CCPH implemented a Demand Transport Responsive system (DRT):
This system is considered the best option in an urban environment in which
a standard regular public transportation network is underutilized due low
local demand. DRT system ensures the right of transport and mobility
despite the low local demand, for the people targeted, notably:

Instrument

ưưPeople in need: persons with reduced mobility, isolated seniors.

ưưPeople without means of transportation: youth, households without a car.

A DRT system is activated by users who book this service beforehand
during specific time frames only. It is adaptable between:
Flexible taxi way: it fully adapts to the needs of the
passengers, transporting them door to door,
Rigid bus way: it works on basis of a virtual bus line with
dedicated stop stations, timetable and itinerary.

ưư Hériva TAD must be booked and activated by telephone, mail or fax on the day before travel:

Project

ưư Users must then provide their location, destination and time for the next day,

ưư They can pay inside the bus (either 1 round trip for 2 euros or 10 for 15 euros)
ưư It fulfills the route booked by passengers while also adapting
to the needs of people with reduced mobility via a dedicated bus
accessible to them with a personalized door-to-door service.

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city

Actors
involved

The CCPH: main organizational actor, The communes, Other
public transportation networks: Optymo and CTPM.

In 2010:
Annual cost: 30 000 euros,

Funding

Completion
Status

Cost per kilometer: 1.02 euros,
Annual revenu: 6 500 euros.
The CCPH and the Conseil Général de la Haute Saône each contribute up to 50% of the total
budget.
Since March 2010, this project is renewed every year.

OPPORTUNITY OF ADAPTATION IN JBEIL

Role of the
Municipality

How to
apply it
in Jbeil?

ưư The municipality should create a global mobility and transportation
plan in which a similar project to Hériva TAD would be implemented in a
coherent way with the other existing transportation infrastructures (such as
parkings, Bike 4 all stations, taxi stations).
ưư Such a project should rely on the AUB transport report Redevelopment of
the road network in Byblos and focus on the strategic transit axes while
paying attention to areas less supported by public transportation.

ưư To implement a DRT, the municipality should establish a public-private
partnership with a private transport company.

A private transport company such as Connex would be a key actor: a
similar project to Hériva TAD could be implemented within the existing
Stakeholders bus network.

The LAU should promote the new transport system to involve the
students.

Need for
adapations

One of the issues with the Hériva TAD is that schoolchildren are to
allowed to use it. Jbeil DRT system should be different to provide services
to students between the center of Jbeil and LAU in Blat, with specific
dedicated timeframes for them.
ưư Facilitates connections between the LAU and Jbeil,

What does it bring
to the city?

Limit to the
implementation
Limit of the proposition

ưư A DRT system fosters a more inclusive and accessible urban space, as
it is both:
ưư Cost and time efficient project to connect remote places (such as Hboub),

ưư An adaptive transport tool to ensure isolated and marginalized people
the right of transport.
In the absence of a public transport company, the Municipality of Jbeil should
have a say in the transportation planning in the negotiations with private transport
companies, in order to make a coherent public-private transport network. It
should ensure that those forgotten by the standard public transport system are
supported by alternatives such as the DRT.
The Hériva TAD system of booking by mail, fax or telephone is outdated. A DRT
system would gain by being integrated in Connex system with the same modern
tools, such as the mobile application which facilitates and secures the
booking procedure.
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C. Developing a public open
space policy
1. Challenges
a. Illegal and legal private appropriation of natural
open spaces:

ưưPrivate use of natural spaces are usually
dedicated to visitors only, not to the local
residents of Jbeil.

ưư The prevalence of private sector (e.g. Eddé
Sand) is reducing the public space available for
low-income families and children to enjoy as
the price to access the beach is fairly high for
residents.

▶▶Illegal appropriation:

ưưNatural open spaces have been illegally
appropriated by the private sector, such as the
Bahsa Beach (e.g.: swimming pool of the hotel
Jbeil Marine or the “Mexican house”).
ưưThose partial appropriations of the beach
prevent inhabitants to walk along the sea. In
fact, private illegal appropriation is the main threat
to the public access to beaches.
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▶▶Legal appropriation

ưưThose appropriations represent a challenge to
inclusiveness, as the public beach in Jbeil are
major and unique assets in Lebanon, that could
contribute to well being of the whole residents in a

b. Unbalanced distribution of public parks and
aesthetic efforts between east and west
▶▶There are no public green parks in the new
city. This represents an obstacle to collective
well being for the eastern residents. The only
parks are in the old part of the city, therefore
families in the new city prefer going upper in the
mountains for fresh air and green spaces.
▶▶Residents feel a lack of attention from the
Municipality towards the East.

significant way.

2. Proposed recommendations

Fig. 41 : Construction of a swimming pool on a public beach
Source: Capstone group, 2017.

A more pleasant and welcoming urban
environment is understood as a urban space
owned by the residents in which inhabitants
can evolve, play, socialize and relax. The public
space shall not be framed as a transit space
between the place where they live and the place
where they work, but rather as a living place in
which the valorised natural assets and the
green spaces of the city foster well-being for
all. A pleasant and welcoming urban environment
in Jbeil would entail following the tracks detailed
below.

Public Policy:
Developing a public open
space policy

Track 1: Protect existing natural assets
Track 2: Valorize agricultural lands
Track 3: Develop public spaces in the upper part of
the city

6 recommandations

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city

TRACK 1

PROTECT EXISTING NATURAL ASSETS

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶The coast is classified as a non-buildable land.
In fact, the only private construction on Bahsa
Beach date from civil war.

▶▶Waterfront trail and wooden deck walk along the
sea for a pedestrian and bike use (Hashim Sarkis
Studios. Byblos Town Plan, 2014).
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE

#1. Protect natural public assets from further
constructions.

ưưEmpower the municipal committee for
environmental protection to take actions
against any new intervention that does not meet
environmental standards (cf. 100 RC).

#2. Valorise the natural public assets and open
them up to the residents.

ưưNegotiate with the illegal private owners to give
back Bahsa Beach access to the residents,
ưưRegular cleaning services for the public
beach.
TRACK 2

VALORISE AGRICULTURAL LANDS

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶The Maronite Waqf of Notre Dame des
Secours plans to dedicate its agricultural lands to
educational aims as a farm animals zoo, next to
the water reserves.

ưưPick-your-own fruit events during which
people can come to pick the fruits that they
consume in a playful and pedagogical manner. The
local schools could benefit from those initiatives,
ưưFarmhouse: the idea is to expand farm activity
with a restaurant or hotel part. For example,
farms could develop a restaurant in which the
menu would be cooked on the basis of their local
production.
TRACK 3

DEVELOP PUBLIC SPACES IN THE
UPPER PART OF THE CITY

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE

#5. Improve quality of life for local residents
through open public space

ưưCounterbalance the lack of green parks
in the new city by contrast with the old part by
privileging green parks development in the new
city.

#6. Use potential of these semi-public and
private spaces between buildings to:

ưưDevelop playgrounds for children and
families with small leisure installations
dispersed in those in between spaces (child’s
swings, toboggans),
ưưDevelop spaces of sociability
benches,tables, chess tables,

ưưTurn those in-between spaces into green
areas with trees and plants around pavement that
make the city more breathable and fresher (AUB,
Redevelopment of the road network in Byblos,
2017). (cf. Exemplary Reference )

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE

#3. Foster communication between the Waqfs
and the Municipality:
ưưIncrease data and knowledge of Waqf territory,

ưưCooperate with the Waqfs on nonprofit projects
that could valorize their image.
#4. Find ways to incite farm owners not to sell
their lands, especially the ones within the city,
through a recreational use of lands:

with

Fig. 42 : Existing open private spaces to be valorized
Source: Capstone group, 2017.
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3. Examplary reference: Stalled Spaces Program and Temporary Projects
Track 3: Develop public spaces in the upper part of the city
BACKGROUND INFORMATIONS
Name
Population
Description
Website

Glasgow, United Kingdom
600 000
Glasgow shares common features with Jbeil as regard
to open and in-between spaces scattered in the city.
Glasgow used to be a major industrial city with many
remaining brownfields.

h t t p s : / / w w w. g l a s g o w. g o v. u k / s t a l l e d s p a c e s
h t t p s : / / w w w. g l a s g o w. g ov. u k / C H t t p H a n d l e r.
ashx?id=34673&p=0
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CASE STUDY: THE WALLED GARDEN BOTHY PROJECT IN GLASGOW, UK
The Glasgow open space strategy

Policy

ưư It is an urban planning policy designed to coordinate different publics actors and actions
focusing on enhancing and creating open spaces.

ưư It is a cross-cutting and comprehensive vision based of the analysis of their environmental,
social and economic benefits.
ưư To do so, this policy relies on a study (Planning Advice note 65) of available open spaces
The Stalled Spaces program was implemented by the Glasgow
City Council in 2011 to address the growing issues of vacant,
underutilized or stalled sites (waste grounds, brownfield areas).

Instrument

ưư Usually, those open spaces have already been sold to private owners,
but the delay between the moment they are sold and the moment
they start being developed is a waste of both time and space.

ưư This program aims at using the potential of those open spaces for the
local community, by providing funds to local associations and community
groups in order to support temporary community led projects.
ưư This is the opportunity to develop green spaces in which civil
society undertakes cultural, artistic or sport activities.
The Walled Garden Bothy Project
ưư The Bothy Project is one of the numerous initiatives that
emerged from the Stalled Spaces program:

Project

ưư It aimed at turning a vacant and deteriorated open space along
the canal into “an alternative outdoor performance and event
space” (official Walled Garden Bothy Project website)

ưư First, the brownfield was refurbished in order to be more accessible and secure. The project
focused on making this space greener and pleasant with a wildflower garden and trees.
ưư Second, the Bothy Project association developed and organised temporary events
within the new garden:local artists’ work exhibitions, community events…
ưư The ultimate goal was to provide residents with an open green garden
and foster a collaboration between different art disciplines.

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city

Actors
involved
Funding
Completion

ưư The Stalled Spaces Program : Glasgow City Council, Glasgow Housing Association,
Local associations, Creative Scotland and Glasgow & Clyde Green Network.
ưư The Bothy Project Walled Garden: Education actors: Glasgow School of Art,

ưư Art actors: The Glue Factory, Scottish Opera, Glasgow Sculpture Studios, Impact Arts...
Total Walled Garden cost: 19 000 US dollars
The Stalled Spaces Program: Since it started in 2011, it is re-newed every year.

Status
OPPORTUNITY OF ADAPTATION IN JBEIL
The municipality should:

Role of the
Municipality

ưư Promote a contest between associations, in which they propose a
temporary project and identify a vacant land with potential,

ưư Facilitate a dialogue between owners of vacant lands and the chosen
association,
ưư Give financial and publicising support to the winning association.

▶▶ Civil society and local residents are vital actors in a community led
project.

How to
apply it
in Jbeil?

ưư Associations can be constituted by students from the LAU, with architectural
and urbanistic skills in order to improve the relationship between the city and
the university.

▶▶ Landowners need to be reassured that their land won’t be deteriorated

Stakeholders and available as soon as the development project starts.

ưư Private owners lending their land could benefit from a property tax
deferment,
ưư Temporary projects are an obstacle to illegal occupation of land,

ưư Their land would benefit from a temporary project as an improvement of the
local neighborhood image.

Need for
adapations
What does it bring
to the city?

Limit to the
implementation
Limit of the proposition

However, a 19 000 US dollars budget for a one-year project is not cost-efficient.
The municipality should identify land that is vacant for longer than a year in order
to spread costs on a over time.
ưư A temporary project valorizing vacant open spaces in the western part could
compensate for the lack of public gardens and collective use spaces.
ưư It is a good alternative for the Municipality that has a limited budget and a
scarce amount of public available land

ưư Cannot implement such a big scale program without calling for private
investments.The municipality would have to reduce the scale of the program to
prevent calling upon private actors.

ưư The limited number of non-profit associations in Jbeil makes it harder to draw
on civic engagement

The Walled Garden Bothy Project is too short to be cost-efficient.
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IV. Enhance social engagement
How to include all residents in the
City’s activities and decisions?
Enhancing social involvement is a key element
to develop an inclusive city. The peacefulness
and cohesiveness of Jbeil are among its biggest
strengths. The city needs to draw on these assets
to reinforce a sense of belonging and develop a
thriving social life at the neighbourhood level.
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The participation and involvement of the
residents are a prerequisite to implement
representative and sustainable urban policies.
Their participation fosters a sense of ownership
and garners support from the people toward the
policies conducted by decision-makers.
This process allows the realization of their urban
citizenship. Urban citizenship can be considered as
an alternative to the one established at a national
level by the act of voting. It refers to the residents
inhabiting the city regardless of their status. It can
be supported through the expression of citizen’s
voices and facilitated by citizen movements
(Cunningham, 2011). In that regard, Jbeil has
the potential to become a model city adopting
participatory processes.
This chapter will first focus on the development
of a participative governance and secondly on
promoting a vibrant and inclusive social life.
However, it is important to note that in order to
foster social involvement, the city has not only to
rely on the solutions proposed in this section, but
also to channel public and private investment in the
most disregarded areas of the city.

A. Diagnostic: A cohesive but
disengaged society
1. A. peaceful and cohesive city
a. A peaceful city
▶▶Jbeil’s identity is built around its image of an
inclusive, multi-confessional and peaceful
city. The residents are proud of it. The city is
indeed perceived as a traditional, safe and family
place. This feature attract visitors and benefit the
residents.

b. A dynamic city
▶▶Even though most of Jbeil’s events are organized
for tourists (cf. diagnostic in PART II), the city also
provides events for its community, such as the
flower market, the marathon day by the army as
well as the bike days organized on week-ends.

▶▶In additions to punctual events, the city has
developed facilities for the residents. For
instance, the cultural centre features a public
library, free internet access, cultural activities for
the youth, as well as artistic events and exhibitions.
One can also cite the recently opened Sports
Centre (Michel Sleiman Sports Village). It is
destined both to private and public use. Sports
clubs and schools of the region will have access to
the equipment.

c. A new focus on the residents

"Stakeholders perceive
the City’s main strength
to lie in Promoting
Cohesive and Engaged
Communities"(Preliminary
resilience assessment,
100RC, 2015)

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city

▶▶Today, the people of Jbeil constitute a huge
untapped potential embodying its strength and
diversity. One of the new the Municipality’s priorities
mentioned in 100 RC is to promote an inclusive
and peaceful city that fosters social cohesion and

▶▶The LAU students are not integrated in the
city. Due to different municipal boundaries and a
constrained geographic topography this potential
of 2 000 students does not benefit to Jbeil.

cultural diversity.

2. The socio-spatial organization of Jbeil
a. The prevalence of religious organizations
▶▶Religious
organizations are important
structures in Jbeil. A form of civic engagement exists
but remains centered around religious structures
such as the parish system, rather than around the
administrative division of the neighbourhoods (cf.
map).

b. The importance of families
▶▶The kinship networks are central both in the
residents’ participation and in their social life.
According to the residents that we met, the long
time residents have strong ties to their family and
friends, and know their neighbours. However, this
cohesiveness may not be the same in the new
parts of the city.

Fig. 43 : The LAU at a fringe location
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

▶▶According to certain residents, the growing
number of newcomers have difficulties in adopting
the traditional and cohesive culture of the Jbeil.

▶▶The small number of Syrian refugees are poorly
integrated (1 660 in the Caza of Jbeil in 2015 (100
RC, 2016)). The curfew imposed on them from
9 p.m., and dissimilar local customs are some
barriers to their integration according to some
residents interviewed.

Fig. 45 : Map of current Jbeil’s neighbourhoods
Source : Jbeil Municipality, N.A.

3. Weak civic engagement in the City’s
governance
a. Lack of representation
▶▶The city suffers from a lack of political
representation. Only 8 000 out of 27 000 residents
have the right to vote in Jbeil due the Lebanese
national law.
▶▶There are no formal ways for residents to
express their demands. For now the municipal
team is informed of their needs through word of
mouth and informal encounters. The residents
also have the opportunity to call the Municipality
if needed.

b. Problems of integration

Fig. 44 : A diversity of residents in Jbeil
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

c. An uncommitted civil society
▶▶Only a few social, philanthropic and
environmental associations participate in the
city life, which leaves only few opportunities for the
residents to get involved (cf. diagram Part I, p X
for a more detail account of existing associations).
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It is important to note that this partly results from
the population’s distrust regarding this type of
association (precedents in fraud or inaction).

▶▶Although Jbeil residents’ involvement in the
city is weak, the community is able to mobilize.
Community-based projects have happened, such
as activism against the privatization of a beach.

4. Current
approaches
involvement

to

social

The Municipality has the desire and the ambition
to improve residents’ participation. Although some

actions have been highlighted in that sense in 100
RC, none have yet been implemented. Moreover,
social involvement was not raised as a major issue
in the discourses of Jbeil’s decision-makers and
other stakeholders interviewed.
For that reason, the diagram below then represents
the approach we built, as urban policy students,
on this precise aspect. Two priorities have been
highlighted to enhance social involvement in Jbeil :
ưưDeveloping a participative governance of
the city, and
ưưDeveloping a neighbourhood social life.
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Fig. 47 : Our approach to enhance social involvement
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

B. Developing a participative
governance
1. Challenges
a. Disinterest toward public life
▶▶Most of the residents are absent of the
political decision. This situation creates, on the
one hand, a disinterest of the politicians toward
the population, and on the other hand, a feeling of
helplessness reinforces their non-involvement.
Public Policy:
Developing a participative
governance

b. Unaccountable process of resident’s expression
▶▶Residents lack the opportunity to transmit
information to the political authorities. Informal
processes lead to clientelism as well as a lack of
accountability and follow up.

2. Proposed recommendations
Civic engagement is required to correctly
address the needs of the residents. Participative
governance allows the people to be involved in the
City’s governance, and fosters engagement.

Track 1: Improve participation at the neighborhood
scale (cf. Exemplary Reference )
Track 2: Explore other forms of participation

4 recommandations

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city

TRACK 1

IMPROVE PARTICIPATION AT THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD SCALE

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶The
establishment
of
neighbourhood
committees is one of the actions recommended in
100 RC.
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
▶▶Create neighbourhood committees and
give them power and means to participate in
Jbeil’s governance.

Neighbourhood committees are groups of
residents representing a neighbourhood. The
neighbourhood as a scale of participation can be
relevant in the sense that it (1) relates directly
to the resident’s experience on a daily basis,
and (2) reflects the diversity of the city (e.g.:
difference between Hboub and the Old City,
both in terms of inhabitants and urban fabric).
Participation based on residency presents the
advantage of (3) including newcomers and nonvoting residents in the decision-making process,
along with formal citizens. The implementation of
neighbourhood committees must draw on existing
social structures.

ưưDesign
and
establish
representative
neighbourhood committees (cf. exemplary
reference).

Before their implementation, a reflexion must be
led on the existing breakdown and the legitimacy
of existing neighbourhoods. This reflexion could
take the form of participative workshops
where residents express their vision of their
neighbourhood. This necessary preliminary work
could lead to redraw the actual map for a better
representativeness.

TRACK 2

EXPLORE OTHER FORMS
OF PARTICIPATION

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶ The establishment of an online service is
currently under study. The service will allow
residents to carry out procedures related to the
Municipality (e.g. file a complaint).
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
▶▶City-wide consultations over key issues.
Participation must also be promoted at the city
scale. Some actions require the consultation of
all residents, such as those undertaken in the Old
City through:

ưư City-wide consultations, initiated by the
councils’ assembly, which would also add to the
Municipality’s legitimacy.

▶▶Promote the opening of information and
data.

ưưThe Municipality could take advantage of the
creation of an online platform to communicate
the city’s policies and adopt an open-data
strategy (action formulated in 100 RC). This
process of information is crucial for the people to
appropriate and support the City’s actions.

▶▶Empower traders’ organizations.

ưưShop owners, fishermen and other traders
represent major bodies of the city. They could
benefit from a better organization, to express their
needs collectively, collaborate, or even organize
events. The Municipality could either enhance the
role of the existing associations, or support
new structures.

ưưOnce established, their first role will be to
express the demands of the residents
and inform them about the projects led by the
Municipality.
ưưSupport actions toward collective interest.
On another note, the neighbourhood committees
should be in charge of supporting actions toward
collective interest such as the promotion of waste
segregation and the cleaning of public beaches.

Fig. 48 : The engagement of the residents, a priority of 100RC
Source : resilientbyblos.org, 2014.
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3. Exemplary reference: Local democracy

Track 3: Improve participation at the neighborhood scale
BACKGROUND INFORMATIONS
Name
Population

Nîmes, France
150 000

Description

Nîmes is located in the South of France, close to
the Mediterranean Sea. Many tourists come every
summer to attend its festivals and visit its ancient
history sites.

Website

h t t p s : / / w w w. n i m e s . f r / i n d ex . p h p ? i d = 2 5 4
https://www.ucqnm.com
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CASE STUDY: LOCAL DEMOCRACY IN NIMES, FRANCE.
Policy

Nîmes has implemented a policy toward residents’ participation. It is managed by the “Associative
life and neighbourhoods” “(Vie associative et quartiers”) service of the Municipality, in charge of
linking the people and the public authority.
▶▶ The neighbourhood committees

ưư The neighbourhood committee (“comité de quartier”) is the oldest form of citizen participation
in Nîmes. Established during the 20th century, the committees are associations created by
the residents of a neighbourhood to represent the demands of the citizens of an area.
There are more than 50 neighbourhood committees in Nîmes and most of them are united into
a neighbourhood committees union that organizes their collaboration.

▶▶ The neighbourhood councils

Instrument

ưư The neighbourhood councils (“conseils de quartier”) are organizations constituted
of both residents and members of the Municipality. In 2002, a national law made their
establishment mandatory in all French cities of more than 80 000 inhabitants. Their composition
and competencies are determined by each city.
ưư In Nîmes, 7 neighbourhood committees have been established in 2002. They have to
be renewed at each new mandate. These organizations are instruments of information and
communication, as well as consultation of the residents and proposition.

▶▶ The councils’ assembly

ưư The members of the neighbourhood committees all gather 4 times a year at least, as well as
each time the president of the councils or half of the committees’ members ask for it.

▶▶ Participatory budgeting within neighbourhood councils

ưư Each council has the power to propose, choose and finance local projects within
three sectors: buildings, roads, and green public spaces. In 2016, 822 demands have been
addressed.

ưư The committees launch or support several neighbourhood activities, such as the neighbours’
day or yard sales.

Project

ưư The councils hold meetings (191 in 2016) that are spaces of consultation and dialogue with
the residents and stakeholders of the neighbourhoods concerning the city issues and the
Municipality actions (mobility, culture, security…).
ưư Each council also decides to implement projects, such as building sidewalks, or greening
spaces.

Jbeil, toward an inclusive city

Actors
involved

Funding
Completion
Status

The neighbourhood committees are constituted of residents of the neighbourhood.The
neighbourhood councils are constituted of: 6 members of the municipal board, the presidents of
the neighbourhood committees of the area, 4 representatives of institutions of the area (such as
the police, the post service, a hospital, etc.), 4 representatives of local associations, 5 residents,
the Mayor and the president (designated by the Mayor) are part of all neighbourhood councils..

ưưThe neighbourhood councils are associations, functioning with their own funds,

ưư The neighbourhood councils are financed by the Municipality for an amount of 700 000 euros
each year. Each council has 100 000 euros per year to spend in projects for the neighbourhood.
ưư Neighbourhood committees exist since the 20th century,

ưư Neighbourhood councils have been implemented in 2002.

OPPORTUNITY OF ADAPTATION IN JBEIL

The Municipality should:

Role of the
Municipality

ưưLaunch the creation of neighbourhood committees and of
neighbourhood councils,
ưưOrganize and define the competencies of these councils,

-Let the committees organize themselves,

- Encourage the creation of local associations in order to promote both an
active social life and a participatory democracy.

Stakeholders
How to
apply it
in Jbeil?

Need for
adapations

ưư The existing associations can be part of the group of associations in the
neighbourhood councils,

ưư The institutions such as the DGA, the police, the hospitals, and the
universities can be part of the group of institutions.
ưư There is a need to simplify the complex structure in Nîmes. The
neighbourhood committees and the councils should be established
at the same scale: one neighbourhood committee and one neighbourhood
council for each neighbourhood. The two organizations should be more
linked: the residents present in the councils should be the members of the
local committee. The neighbourhood committee, therefore, has its own role
(collecting the demands of the residents, organizing social life) and its members
participate in the neighbourhood council as representatives of the residents (cf.
diagram).
ưư The Municipality needs to make sure that the designation process of the
members of neighbourhood committees leads to representativeness. The
committees could include anyone who lives, works or owns property in the area.
ưư Concerning participatory budgeting, if Jbeil’s neighbourhoods do not all
share the same number of inhabitants, the budget of each area should be
adapted considering the number of beneficiaries.

What does it bring
to the city?

Developing local democracy practices would increase political legitimacy to
the Municipality. It would improve representativeness as well as transparency
and follow-up of public action. It would also facilitate the implementation of
municipal projects, and provide an actor to support neighbourhood activities.

Limit to the
implementation

A threat is that the city’s residents may be reluctant to participate. If the
committees and the councils do not have the opportunity to express their
voice, they will be useless. Moreover, if not all categories of residents (new
residents, ancient ones, students, refugees, all groups of age, religion and
family) are present in the committees, these initiatives will not have any effect on
representativeness and legitimacy.

Limit of the proposition

Powerful social groups may capture the voices of the committees and
councils. This kind of participatory practices might also lead to clientelism, if
committees become electoral reservoirs for the City.
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IV. Enhance social engagement

C. Developing an
community life

inclusive

1. Challenges
a. Threat to peacefulness and social cohesion
▶▶ The peacefulness and cohesion are threatened
by unplanned and rapid population and urban
growth, if not met with cultural integration and an
inclusive urban plan (Focus area and methodology
outline, 100 RC).

b. Lack of facilities for community life
▶▶The

existing

facilities

developed

community life remain insufficient.

toward

Fig. 49 : The sport center opened in 2017.
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

c. Lack of appropriation of existing events and
places
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▶▶A lack of interest regarding the existing offer
highlights a strong social inertia.

2. Proposed recommendations

The priority addressed is the need to foster an

inclusive social life that would be based on religious
and social diversity. Conviviality, peacefulness,
and cohesion are essential in the development
of a sense of belonging and pride. Through social
events residents participate in the production of
the city and its atmosphere.
Three means to develop social life can be
highlighted below.

Public Policy:
Developing an inclusive
community life

Fig. 50 : Exhibition opening at the cultural center
Source :onthemove-exhibition.com

Track 1: Involve the people in the events of the city
Track 2: Support activities initiated by residents through
neighborhood committees (cf. exemplary reference)
Track 3: Improve and diversify facilities for residents

7 recommandations
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TRACK 1

INVOLVE THE RESIDENTS IN
THE EVENTS OF THE CITY

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE

▶▶The Municipality is establishing a mailing
list targeting specific groups to improve its
communication around events,
▶▶But most of the communication relies on the
facebook page, the local press and posters in the
city.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
#1. Design events for the diversity of residents.
Events need to be better designed in order to cater
to all groups of people.
ưưThis requires a better knowledge of the sociodemographic structure of the residents.

#2. Extend the events towards the upper city.
Having some events in the upper part of the city
is crucial to include the residents and enhance a
sense of belonging.
ưưNotably, the Christmas Lights stop where
the new city begins. To overcome this issue, the
Christmas tree could be moved to new parts
of the city. It would also help the decongestion of
the Old City. The Christmas market could also be
disseminated in different parts of the city.

#3. Improve communication around existing
events.

ưưThe Municipality needs to carry on the work
concerning the communication around public
events. Committees must draw on existing social
structures.

TRACK 2

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES INITIATED
BY RESIDENTS THROUGH THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD COMMITTEES

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
As mentioned earlier, neighbourhood committees
can manage local and city-wide activities.
▶▶Promote city-wide events that benefit both

residents and visitors. These participative events,
that have high repercussions in term of social life
enhancement and are cheap to implement, could
take the form of:
ưưA street art exposition, following the AUT
graphic design students experiment,
ưưA music day, as organized in 2012 by the City.

#4. Support
neighbourhood
activities.
Neighbourhood activities would provide the
residents the opportunity to interact and contribute
to their city, though:
ưưA
finest
competition,

flowering

neighbourhood

ưưThe implementation of a neighbours’ day (cf.
exemplary reference),
ưưThe installation of neighbourhood book boxes
(also known as little libraries) in which people
freely put a book and take one.
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TRACK 3

IMPROVE AND DIVERSIFY
FACILITIES FOR RESIDENTS

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶Sport centre
▶▶Cultural centre

▶▶A retirement club is in project
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
#5. Improve the existing and future facilities.

ưưConcerning the sports centre, the Municipality
has to ensure that there is a fair balance between
private and public uses. Regarding the retirement
club currently under project, it has to be spatially
accessible and affordable.

ưưThe cultural centre should become a more
central place to the residents: the Municipality
needs to highlight the fact that it is a place for the
community, with a library and internet access.

#6. Establish a community centre.

ưưThe creation of a community centre is a priority
action proposed in 100 RC that needs to be
activated. Its goal is to welcome vulnerable
populations (elderly, refugees, children), as well
as host the neighbourhood committees meetings.

IV. Enhance social engagement

3. Exemplary reference: Neighbourhood day
Track 3: Support activities initiated by residents
BACKGROUND INFORMATIONS
Name

Cannes, France

Population

75 000

Description

Situated on the Mediterranean coast, Cannes is
known in the world for its famous festival that attracts
many tourists each summer.

Website

h t t p : / / w w w . w o r l d - n e i g h b o u r s - d a y. o r g /
http://www.lafetedesvoisins.fr/
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CASE STUDY: NEIGHBOURHOOD DAY IN CANNES, FRANCE
Policy

In Cannes, the neighbours’ day is organized as part of the “neighbourhoods policy” (“politique
des quartiers”). It is a policy launched in 2008 to better address the needs of the people,
that develops tools such as local citizens forums. It promotes the sharing of initiatives,
information and propositions in a convivial spirit within residents of a neighbourhood, and with
the Municipality..
The neighbours’ day (“fête des voisins”) is a worldwide event, happening in more than 36
countries, including Greece, Mexico and Turkey. More than 9 million people participated in
France last year.
ưư Why: To bring conviviality, solidarity and friendship in neighbourhoods,

Project

ưư How: Organize a neighbours’ party, where everybody brings something along. To support
the initiative, the Municipality of Cannes distributes communication kits (posters, advices) to
groups of residents who register. However, no specific material is required.
ưư Where: in a street, in a communal area of a flat, in a garden, in some nearby open space
ưư When: Every year, one Friday of May or June

ưư Who: Residents gather with their neighbours (residents of a building, a street).
ưư The initiative is supported nationally by the association Voisins Solidaires. The
Municipalities decide to join it and implement the event locally, and communicate around it.
In exchange of a financial contribution, the association provides a guide for implementation,
communication material, and methodological tools,

Actors
involved

ưư The residents are the main actors: they organize the neighbours’ parties. They can register
to Cannes Municipality to receive a communication kit,

ưư Social landlords can also be partners of the neighbours’ day, in the same way as
municipalities,
ưư Local associations can become ambassadors of the initiative and promote it,

ưư Religious groups such as catholic and protestant parishes have also participated in some
cases, organizing the event in their area.

Funding

In France, to use the label “Fête des voisins”, the cities must register to the association. The
membership costs 1 800 euros for a city of more than 15 000 inhabitants, but gives access
to communication materials and other advantages. The organization of a local party by the
residents is free. The food and drinks are provided by everyone.
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Completion
Status

The Fête des voisins was launched in Paris in 1999, and is supported by the European
Parliament since 2009. It happened in Cannes for the first time in 2010.

OPPORTUNITY OF ADAPATATION IN JBEIL
Role of the
Municipality

How to
apply it
in Jbeil?

The Municipality can:
- Promote the organization of a neighbours’ day. It is possible to draw on the
experiences of thousands of cities around the world.
- Launch the event and communicate it.
The local actors can play an important role, both in promoting the event and
organizing the parties:

Stakeholders

ưư The existing associations,

ưư The planned organizations such as the neighbourhood committees,

ưư The parishes can also participate in the implementation, as long as everyone
feels welcome regardless of their religious affiliation,
ưư Local businesses could also sponsor the event to provide funding.

Need for
adapations

Jbeil probably cannot join a network of city (as there is no Lebanese version of
the neighbours’ day yet). But the city can organize its own version of it, that can
be completely costless, except for communication.

What does it bring
to the city?

This initiative would enhance solidarity and conviviality in all neighbourhoods,
while many newcomers are probably not yet integrated in local solidarity
networks. It creates links beyond traditional groups between different
families, religions, new and ancient residents together.

Limit to the
implementation

There is no existing network of cities in Lebanon. This initiative must be strongly
supported on the long run to become a tradition.It may be difficult to break the
boundaries between groups.

Limit of the proposition

If not part of a larger policy, launching a neighbours’ day will not change much,
as it is only a one day per year action.
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V. Coordinated governance

V. Building an integrated governance
How to build a coherent governance
through appropriate tools and
adaptive practices?
Today, a shift toward new development dynamics
requires anticipation, vision and adaptiveness
from the part of the Municipality to preserve and
sustainably developed its assets. A coordinated
governance is a prerequisite that would ensure the
development of an inclusive city.
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In order to do so the Municipality must move
from a multitude of uncoordinated projects to a
holistic strategy for the city based on participation
and precise data. This strategy needs to be
inscribed within an urban policy approach and the
development of rigorous working methods in order
to be representative of the reality and adaptative to
rapid changes. The Municipality should work as a
catalyst to establish a diagnosis at the crossroad of
the stakeholder’s interests. All stakeholders need
to be included in the decision-making process to
produce an inclusive vision and proactive strategy
for the city. Without an overarching city strategy
identified by the municipality, actors will continue on
pursuing their own agendas without coordination
and excluding the more marginalized.

«Ideally we should
establish and determine
one process while
keeping it flexible to be
adaptable to all sort of
projects»
(A member of the Municipality)

A. Diagnostic: Operation of
the Municipality
1. Discrepancies between legal framework
and experienced competencies of the
Municipality
▶▶Legally, the powers of the Municipality could
cover almost every stream of public sphere:
from education to transportation going through
cultural and associative development. In theory, the
only streams not covered by the Municipality are
the defence, the security and the implementation
of infrastructures.
▶▶In practice, its actions are restricted to waste
management, culture and traffic. Even though
the Municipality benefits from a legal authority, it is
highly depending on the central government due to
budget and political constraints.

2. An entrepreneurial municipal team
▶▶The Mayor is running for a second mandate
after his 6-year re-election in 2016. Only three
new members joined the new municipal team.
The municipal team is composed of about 100
civil servants including 30 Policemen, 40 Workers
and 30 Administrative (Preliminary Resilience
Assessment, 100 RC, 2015), 16 council members
(including the Mayor and the vice president).
▶▶The Mayor is young and dynamic with and
entrepreneurial profile. He is unaffiliated to a
political party. Together with the Municipal team
they developed a strong fund raising capacity
(e.g. 20-25 m. US dollars raised for the new
building of the Municipality on a State land). This
capacity balances the lack of institutional financial
resources.

▶▶The Mayor’s key support comes from his
relations with the private sector, various
ministries in the public sector, the 8000 citizens
of the city (Byblos City Profile, 100 RC, 2015),
and connections with the Lebanese diaspora.
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Fig. 51 : Organizational chart of the Municipality
Source : Byblos City Profile, 100RC, 2015

3. Non-Institutionalized relations
stakeholders

with

4. A restricted budget compensated by a
strong fundraising capacity

In the Jbeil political sphere, a prominent place is
given to personal networking. Decision-making
and the implementation of projects happen through
a flexible and non-institutionalized process.

▶▶The total budget of the Municipality nears 7.5
million US dollars a year- which amounts to 25$
per residents. It explains the necessity for fundraising and the prevalence of the private sector.

▶▶At the city level, stakeholders coordinate in an
informal way. Some projects even happen without
the direct involvement of the Municipality (e.g.
Sport and conference centre, Bird Nest complex).
▶▶At a regional level, Jbeil plays a major role
in initiating and maintaining regional dynamics
(e.g. project of touristic development centre in cooperation with 23 cities of the Caza). However these
interactions are limited by the central government
(e.g. the development of city’s network is restricted
by the Government).

▶▶While relations at the national level remain
blurred, according to the Cultural and Heritage
Report (World Bank, 2002), one can observe a
strong competition between the DGA and the
DGU on the tension between preserving and
developing the city.

▶▶At the international scale, Jbeil’s attracts the
attention of international actors to finance and
brand the city.

▶▶ Finally, the relation with the residents goes
through an informal process of word of mouth
between politicians and residents.

▶▶The revenues of the Municipality come from
taxes on businesses, households, waste collection,
real estate transaction, property tax… The City
also benefits from the citadel’s entrance fees
(adult LL8000/ child LL2000) and the installation of
car park metres. The State contributes to the City
functioning every 3 years with the redistribution of
telecommunication tax. It also supports punctual
projects. As already mentioned the City strongly
relies on the donation of private companies (e.g.
Japanese Tobacco Company donated up to 150
000$ and the Jbeil Bank donated 50 000$ for the
Jbeil’ bike and 200 000$ for the Christmas tree.)
▶▶The own funds of the of the Municipality are
used to pay wages and maintain infrastructures.

▶▶This city budget has been split into 4 sections
during the preliminary phase of 100 RC :
People, Organisation, Place, and Knowledge
as illustrated below. The “Place” portfolio
represents 50% of the overall spending
which reinforces the observations made in the
introduction on the prevalence of physical urban
interventions. The transportation infrastructure
- within this category - represents the largest
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portion of the overall budget representing up to
230 million US dollars in 2015 (Byblos City Profile,
100 RC, 2015).
The breakdown of the budget is detailed in the next
chart.

B. Adapting the municipal
functioning to a rapidly
growing city
1. Challenges
a. Organizational issues
Within the Municipality, the productivity of civil
servants and the results of their projects are
hindered by the following methodological issues :
ưưCivil servant and council members do not have
precisely defined functions.

Fig. 53 : Jbeil city budget, all sectors
Source :Byblos City Profile, 100RC, 2017.

5. Current approach to governance
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While the Municipality is shifting toward resilient policies,
its organization itself is slow to adapt (no major reform of
the municipal functionning have been undertaken).
One of the major added value of this report is to
bring a new perspective on an inclusive governance
of the Municipality and offer propositions to revise
it. The diagram below then represents the approach we
built, as urban policy students, regarding the future of
Jbeil governance.

ưưDecision-making
institutionalized.

process

is

not

ưưThis leads to individually lead actions and a
case-by-case approach. (cf. PART I)

ưưThis approach is reinforced by a lack of
communication and dissemination of information
within the municipal team.

To sum it up, the Municipality operates under a
flexible mode of governance, but this method is
faragmented and leads to incoherencies

b. Lack of resources to address rapid change
The city’s rapid development is constrained by the
lack of resources.
ưưDeficiency in human resources due to hiring
restrictions at the national level.
ưưBudget restriction as previously mentioned

ưưLack of precise knowledge and data to assess
the city’s growth.

These constraints result in difficulties to enforce
law as illustrated by the difficulties faced to
preserve coastal lands.

c. Conflicting
visions
that
prevent
implementation of a coherent framework

Fig. 52 : Our approach to build an integrated governance
Source : Capstone group, 2017.

the

▶▶A first step toward a vision for the city has been
achieved with the drafting of 100 RC report (cf.
PART I) which established priorities for the city,
as part of the Mayor’s Pledge (e.g. transportation
plans and recycling Zero Waste Program).
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▶▶However, even though the Municipal board
members are committed to follow the priorities
formulated in the report -through stakeholders’
meetings- there is no consistent vision of what and
how to implement them.
▶▶This discrepancy is reinforced by the fact that
the power is highly centralized. The vision the
Mayor has for the city doesn’t necessarily reflect
the vision other bodies (including within the
Municipality). This leads to conflicts, contradictory
discourses and priorities. (e.g. Mall or cable car
project).
▶▶The missing milestone between the stakeholders
and the city strategy is the establishment of a

Public Policy:
Develop a coordinated
governance

consensual diagnosis that would be supported
by all. In this regard, the resilience diagnosis
established is very brief. It is, in addition, difficult
to analyse the nature of the data on which it has
been based and how they have been collected.
Sharing a comprehensive diagnosis between all
stakeholders would help frame major issues and
lead consistent action.

2. Proposed reccomendations
In order to reach a coherent and inclusive
governance through adapted tools and adaptive
practices we will focus on the tracks detailled
below.

Track 1: Adopt an urban policy approach

Track 2: Create a database to lead informed policies (cf. Exemplary Reference )
Track 3: Continue on building a city strategy

Fig. 54 : How to govern such diversified and fragmented city?
Source : Jbeil Municipality, 2014.

4 recommendations
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TRACK 1

ADOPT AND URBAN POLICY APPROACH

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
#1. Leading long term and informed policies
rather than short-term projects, as part of an
urban policy approach (cf. PART I). The following
adjustments need to be done:

ưưA clearly defined issues based on accurate
data and shared knowledge with the stakeholders.
ưưA better formulation of policies, to complete
the prioritization process with the help of decisionmaking tools (cost-benefit analysis, T-Chart,
decision matrix). This can allow to efficiently
channel investment in the long run.
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ưưThe implementation process has to be
homogenous and transparent. For example,
training session could help to review working and
management methods. The implementation must
be upheld by updating knowledge on the city.

ưưThe assessment of the policies, it is the
point on which the Municipality is the weakest.
This step is necessary to develop a learning
process and pursue a consistent and long-term
approach. Analysing older projects - through
the consultation of residents - can be an efficient
way to assess what works or does not work, and
what should be adjusted. It has been, for instance,
realized for the CHUD program (CDR, 2016).

TRACK 2

CREATE DATABASE TO FORMULATE
INFORMED POLICIES:

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶Collaboration with the LAU on punctual studies
or symposiums. These collaborations are not
cumulative nor oriented toward one vision.
▶▶Ongoing GIS tool development. A study in 1986
(ibid.) already advocated for a land register and a
master plan to forecast of future developments.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
#2. The development of a precise knowledge of
the city will allow to adjust policies and to produce
new tools to lead legitimate political actions.
ưưThe Municipality can benefit from the
existence of the LAU and CNRS dynamic
academics.

ưưHowever, the Municipality needs to check on
the quality of the work produced and capitalize
information, data and maps produced and share
them (on an online platform for exampe). In order
to do so, the Municipality needs to develop
standards, and method as well as precising
their expectations, and collaborate with their
consultants.

#3. Concerning the capitalization and the updating
of the GIS tool, the challenge will be to secure
annual fund for the cost of the engineer wage,
the licence and the people gathering and
updating the data.
ưưThe development of Open Street Map as flexible
service (cf. Exemplary Reference ).

ưưThe creation of a website portal to publish
data and studies on Jbeil would be a great
step forward to realize the aspirational action of
the 100 RC.This platform could also gather the
information concerning culture (cf. PART I), and
services toward residents (cf. PART IV).

Below, in order of importance, the studies that
would bring major input for the city :

Fig. 56 : The GIS layers, mapping the city
Source : wycopa.org
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Importance

Primary

Name
Land use

Municipality, external desk study

Economic analysis (offer & demand, of
the needs, especially on the new city, labour
resources and skills )

External desk study

Vacancy

Municipality

Socio-demographic survey

Municipality

Public and private facilities census

Municipality

Multimodal transportation plan (taking into

AUB, following the 2017 transportation study

Sociological analysis

LAU, Sociological department (Beirut)

Detailed

urban
analysis
(100
RC
recommendation : professional topographical
survey)

Already realized by the LAU, but of a poor quality

Heritage to be promoted in the East

LAU, architecture department

account commute habits)

Secondary

Actor to implement it

TRACK 3

CONTINUE ON BUILDING
A CITY STRATEGY:

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
▶▶100RC report,

▶▶Master plan development by Hashim Sarkis
(estimated cost 100 000 US dollars).
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
▶▶A city strategy is an extensive road map based
on a precise diagnosis of the city and data. It sets
a vision for the city and details the objectives
and means to achieve it. This process has been
partly realized with the drafting of the 100 RC.
However, a city strategy and a master plan
are complementary. The master plan should
be considered as a tool for the implementation
of urban policies and not as an end. It localizes
the priorities and actions to be undertaken. In
addition, the city strategy has to be supported by
updated urban legal documents
▶▶A city strategy, a finality

The drafting of a city strategy has to come after a
long process of:
ưưEstablishing a consensual diagnosis that
requires micro-scale studies
ưưBuilding on that diagnosis to agree on a
vision for the future of the city
ưưSharing the definition of the issues the city is
facing & Establishing priorities

#4. Overcoming the physical planning culture

The city management planning culture is deeply
inscribed in the Lebanese urban culture, as has
been .illustrated in PART I and PART. For instance,
the “Byblos Town Plan of 2014” (Sarkis, 2014) is
symptomatic of the distinction made between
urban planning and public policy (only spatial
recommendations have been made). To overcome
this urban planning culture parameters have to be
taken into account:
ưưConsulting the inhabitants is a prerequisite
for the drafting of an inclusive city strategy (cf.
PART IV).
ưưNecessity of a multidisciplinary team in the
drafting of the city strategy, in collaboration with
the team of urban planners in charge of the master
plan.

ưưNeed to develop a reflexion on the city at
different scales : integrating the new and the old
city, considering Jbeil in its conurbation, but also
analysing the daily use of space of its inhabitant
at a micro-level.
ưưNeed to integrate a variety of temporalities to
secure a flexible implementation (short, medium,
long-term projects).

ưưFinally, this strategy needs to have an socioeconomic approach as well as in terms of
infrastructure.

▶▶In the implementation of a city strategy the
Municipality needs to be a driving force. It needs
to activate its capacity to govern (Stone, 1993) and
coordinate the diversity of stakeholders.
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3. Examplary reference: City Mapping through open

Track 3: Create a database to lead informed policies
BACKGROUND INFORMATIONS
Name
Population
Description

Website

Chefchaouen, Morocco

40 000

Close to the Rif mountains & Mediterranean
sea. Exceptional natural and cultural heritage,
Economy turn toward tourism (UNESCO world
heritage).

http://www.uraia.org/case/openstreetmap-mappingof-chefchaouen, http://www.chefchaouen.city/carte.
php
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CASE STUDY: MAPPING OF THE CITY THROUGH OSM
Policy

The project of mapping the city is part of a larger set of initiatives to enhance tourism in
Chefchaouen. Chefchaouen is currently on the way to become a “smart city” through the “Smart
City Africa” program.

Instrument

Openstreetmap (OSM): Openstreetmap is a free, editable map of the world, built by volunteers
all around the world, and released with an open-content license. It is possible to access map
images and map data for free. OSM also offers a set of tools to produce your own maps or
services. The goal is to constitute, just like wikipedia, a free, open and collaborative database,
constituted by the opening of public data as well as the people’s contribution(almost 2 million
contributors).
ưư The project’s goal is to map the city of Chefchaouen as well as its tourist assets. It uses
OSM as a database and implements a collaborative methodology, where all actors are able to
participate in data collection and improvement.
ưư The mission to implement the project lasted 6 months and included 5 steps:

ưư The updating of the basic map data, through the opening of data owned by the city: boundaries,
buildings, trees, roads and certain points of interests,

Project

ưư The establishment of a team of citizens, members of associations, and members of the
Municipality to collect information through fieldwork and the organization of mapping parties
to complete the roads identification as well as identify points of interests (schools, mosques,
banks, stores, public buildings, etc.),

ưư The training of local contributors such as the local associations to help them complete the
data voluntarily: hotels, administrative buildings, ATMs… OSM contributed to the training and
brought the computing infrastructure,
ưư The systematic collect (through fieldwork) on tourist point of interests (accomodation,
restaurants, heritage sites), led by the OSM association as well as the municipal team,

ưư The production of maps: a paper tourist map as well as a website. This interactive map shows
the tourist points of interest.
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Actors
involved

Chefchaouen Municipality, OSM Morocco association, local associations and citizens.

Funding

No available information, however, it is an open and collaborative project. OSM contributors
are volunteers, and the OSM tools are free to use. The Municipality provides financial support,
mainly to pay the interns and the maintenance costs.

Completion
Status

The project has been completed.

OPPORTUNITY OF ADAPTATION IN JBEIL

The role of the Municipality would be to frame and organize the initiative:

Role of the
Municipality

ưư Launch the collaborative project, drawing on other experiments. For instance,
Beirut OSM community organized a mapping party in 2009, or Plouarzel
(France) organized mapping parties with a wide involvement of inexperimented
residents,

ưư Organize the collaboration with other actors and communicate around the
project to foster involvement,
ưư Organize training sessions and mapping parties,

ưư Lead the collection of data, along with other actors,
ưư Create the final paper and online maps.

How to
apply it
in Jbeil?

In this project, the stakeholders have a major role to play:
ưư OSM is a key partner. Even if there is no OSM Lebanon association, the
Lebanese OSM contributors are major actors in this initiative,
ưư The residents take part in the mapping parties,

Stakeholders

ưư The DGA could participate in heritage mapping,

ưư In Jbeil the universities and students could play a big role,

ưư The local existing associations, or the planned neighborhood committees,
could be trained to contribute to the collection of data,
ưư The tourist industry actors themselves could participate, as they have a direct
interest in the success of the project.

Need for
adapations

What does it bring
to the city?

ưư All stakeholders of the city, such as the DGA and the universities, can be
mobilized for this project,
ưư The presence of a GIS engineer already at work in Jbeil is a strong potential
that the city needs to draw on,

ưư This project would be a decisive step toward the GIS and open data objectives
of 100RC.
ưư The project develops a better visualization and communication about touristic
points of interest in the city, and thus increases tourism, It promotes the city’s
image internationally through the use of an innovative web instrument,
ưư It also contributes to social involvement and the appropriation of the city by
the citizens,
ưư It is a cheap way to implement GIS mapping,

ưư It allows the realization of diverse initiatives imagined by the citizens who can
make use of the available data.

Limit to the
implementation
Limit of the proposition

There is no OSM association in Lebanon. It may be difficult to foster engagement
on this issue that appears to be technical at first glance,
ưư The training process takes time,

ưư The diverse stakeholders, whose involvement is crucial, may not be as
committed as necessary.
The impact of the project can be extremely limited if there is not enough
communication around it.
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Concluding remarks

Firsts step toward an inclusive vision
This

report aims to place residents at the center of Jbeil’s development. It

envisioned the urban policies that should been adopted by the city’s decisionmakers to foresee its future, based on the hypothesis that present socio-spatial
fragmentations can be overcome through the inclusion and increased participation
of residents.

The

present analysis proposes a comprehensive diagnosis of the city’s

challenges. It advocates for the implementation of an urban policy approach to

reach an inclusive, and thus, resilient city. This hypothesis is illustrated by exemplary
references that serve as guidelines for decision makers.

It
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is shown that the first steps towards an inclusive city can start with the

combination of :

▶▶A diversified economy based on

▶▶a sustainable tourism and on the youth’s potential and creativity.

▶▶The improvement of the urban environment through a better accessibility and the
revalorisation of green open spaces.

▶▶The engagement of residents in both decision making and the development of
an dynamic social life.

▶▶The development of a coordinated governance through the reformation of project

management, the engagement of stakeholders and development of a holistic city
strategy.

This report highlights the fact that the Municipality is on a forward looking track

towards resilience. However, it remains at an early stage. Indeed, resilience has to

be merged with the lens of inclusivity. An inclusive socio-economic urban strategy
can help support a sustainable growth for Jbeil.

This report is a first step towards an inclusive vision, which must further be built

up, shared and supported in order to ultimately produce a coherent urban strategy.
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Persons consulted during the fieldwork
(March 19th-27th 2017)
ABI CHEBEL, Serena

Member of the Municipal Council of Jbeil

BASSIL, Najwa

Member of the Municipal Council of Jbeil

BASSIL, Elie

Head of Electricity of Jbeil

BOU OBEID, Henri

Managing director of CONNEX

CHAMI, Joseph

Former Mayor of Jbeil

DACCACHE, Maroun

Chair of the Department of Architecture
at LAU Byblos

EDDE, Alice

Owner of Edde Sands

EL LAKIS, Latifeh

Head of the Jbeil Festival Committee

FAOUR, Ghaleb

President of the CNRS in Lebanon

GHOSN, Zaher Abi

Civil Engineer at the Municipality

HAGE, Père Jean-Paul

Rector of Maronite Monastery
Notre-Dame de Secours

ITANI, Nabil

Head of Project Management Unit at the CDR

JEBRAN, Maître Alec

Lawyer of Maronite Waqf

KRIM, Alexi

Owner of Byblos Sur Mer

SAAD, Imad

Civil engineer and Member of the

SFEIR, Tony

Municipal Council of Jbeil

ZOUAIN, Georges

Member of the Municipal Team of Jbeil
Head of GAIA-Heritage
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II. Stimulate a diversified economy
Towards a diversifed economy

Developing a
Sustainable
Tourism Policy

What has been Recommendadone
tions
- Municipality’s
#1 Encourage a
new tourist devel- mixed-economy
opment center
in the Old City
#2 Diversify the
Diversify tourtourist offer
ist economy
Tracks

Expand tourism towards
the East
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- Bike 4 all
- Tourism develIntegrate Jbeil opment center
in regional
tourism network
- project of ceramic workshops by
the Municipality
- flower market
- wine festival
Promote local
- project of a
production in
weekly farmers’
the artisanal
market
sector

What should be done

* regulate licence distribution, create a land use plan
* enforce regulation framework to limit noise
* preserve the diversity of
activities in the Old City
* propose different trails
* draw on harbour potential
by facilitating visitor-fishermen interactions
#3 Identify histor- * inventory of historical asical and cultural
sets in the upper part of the
city
potential in the
East
* promote rehabilitation and
#4 Create links
in house tourism
between resi* create mixed events for
dents and visitors residents and tourists
* develop mixed housing
buildings
* Bike lanes joining Amchit,
#5 Integrate a
regional tourism Jbeil and Batroun
network
* Create a network with other
information centers (TripoliJbeil-Baalbeck-Tyr-Saida)
* Organize a website promoting the City’s events

* Develop an art craft center
* Encourage local artists and
artisans by providing low rent
housing
* Attract sponsors (investors) to develop local art and
crafts
* Create a shop owner association and
* Organize festivals that proCreating job
mote traditional culture
opportunities
* Create a Jbeil label of items
through the
produced in Jbeil
diversification
- Neopreneur
#3 Attract innova- * Develop a Creativity platof the economy
tive and creative form (exemplary reference)
incubator
* Develop affordable student
- Conference cen- business
ter in construction #4 Connect with housing in the city
Invest in a dyLAU to integrate * protect agricultural land
namic market
economic oppor- * support small-scale comfor the youth
tunities created
merces
by students
* organize conferences and
#5 Support agri- seminars for investors on
culture and small Jbeil’s assets and potential
commerces
#1 Invest in
workshops and
support existing
artisanal skills
#2 Promote a
market on which
local products
can be sold

Appendix

III. Improve the urban environment
Towards an improved urban
environment

Developing an
integrated mobility policy

What has been
done
- Report by AUB
Create an effi- students (Redecient transpor- velopment of the
tation plan
Road Network in
Byblos)
- ‘Connex’ public
transport system
in project
Develop and
integrated public transportation system
Tracks

- Bike days
-Marathon day
-Pedestrian
bridges between
Promote alter- Eastern and
native modes Western parts of
of transporta- the city (ongoing
tion
project)

- Coast classified
as non-buildable
- Project of waProtect exterfront trail and
isting natural
wooden deck
assets
walk

Develop a pubValorize agrilic open space
cultural lands
policy

Develop public
spaces in the
upper part of
the city

- Project of educational agricultural park of the
Maronite Waqf

RecommendaWhat should be done
tions
#1 Build a compre- * Addition of a lane on the
hensive transport main axis
plan
* Roundabouts
* Better signalization
* Added car parks
* Install Bikes 4 all stations in
#2 Extend the
Bikes 4 all network the “new” city
* Create secure bike paths in
#3 Connect the
LAU and the city
the “new” city
#4 Extend the Old * Extend the LAU shuttle to
City shuttle to the Jbeil
“new” city
* Make the Old City shuttle
a real public transport means
* Make it more legible
* Promote a pedestrian ori#5 Promote the
use of soft modes ented community through an
of transport
awareness campaign
#6 Develop an
* Provide a pedestrian sigintegrated pedes- nalisation system
trian network
* Enlarge sidewalks linking
#7 Focus on the
the Old City and the upper
area around the
part and around the schools
schools
* Enforce regulations preventing on-street parking
* Develop pedibus for
schools
#1 Protect natural * Empower the municipal
assets
committee for environmental
#2 Valorize the
protection
natural public
* Negotiate with the illegal
assets and open
private owners of parts of
their access to the Bahsa beach
public
* Develop regular cleaning
services for the public beach
#3 Foster commu- * Improve knowledge of
nication between Waqfs territory
the Waqfs and the * Cooperate with the Waqfs
Municipality
on nonprofit projects
#4 Convince farm * Promote pick-your-own fruit
owners not to sell events
their lands
* Expand farm activity
through farmhouses
#5 Improve quality * Develop green parks in the
of life through open upper part of the city
public space
* Develop playgrounds for
#6 Use the poten- children
tial of in-between * Develop sociability spaces
places
* Make-in between spaces
greener
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IV. Enhance social engagement
Towards an
engaged civil
society

Tracks

Improve participation at
the neighborhood scale
Developing a
participative
governance
Explore other
forms of participation
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What has
been done

Recommendations

- Neighborhood
committees
recommended
in 100RC

#1 Create neighborhood committees and give
them powers and
means to participate in Jbeil’s
governance

- Establishment
of an online
service under
study

#2 City-wide consultations over
key issues
#3 Promote the
opening of information and data
#4 Empower traders organizations

- Mailing list to
communicate
around events

#1 Design events
for the diversity of
residents
#2 Extend the
events towards
the upper city
#3 Improve
communication
around existing
events

Involve the
residents in
the events of
the city

Developing
an inclusive
community
life

#4 Promote citywide events
#5 Support neighborhood activities

Support activities initiated
by residents
through the
neighborhood
committees

Improve and
diversify
facilities for
residents

- Sport center
- Cultural center
- Retirement
club in project

#6 Improve the
existing and future facilities
#7 Establish a
community center

What should be done
* Design and establish representative neighborhood
committees (exemplary
reference)
* Promote the expression of
residents’ demands through
the committees
* Support actions toward
collective interest

* Develop consultation
through the neighborhood
councils’ assembly
* Create an online platform
to share information about
policies and open data
* Empower existing organizations and create new
ones

* Improve knowledge of socio-demographic structure
of the residents
* Organize events in the
upper part of the city
* Christmas lights, Christmas tree and Christmas
market can be extended to
East
* Carry on improving communication around events

* Promote street art
* Launch a music day
* Support a finest flowering
neighborhood competition
* Install neighborhood book
boxes
* Establish a neighbors’ day
(exemplary reference)
* Ensure public use of the
sport center
* Ensure accessibility and
affordability of the retirement club
* Create a community center to welcome vulnerable
populations and neighborhood committees’ meetings

Appendix

V. Building an integrated governance
Towards a
coordinated
governance

Develop a
coordinated
governance

What can be im- How new projects can be
proved
implemented
#1 Lead long-term * Clearly define issues
and informed pol- * Better formulate policies,
icies
to complete the prioritization
process
* Make homogenous and
Adopt an
transparent the implementaurban policy
tion process
approach
* Develop assessment of
policies
* Train employees and develop methodological tools for
project management
- Punctual
#2 Develop a pre- * Benefit from LAU and
collaborations
cise knowledge of CNRS studies
* Capitalize and share the
between the
the city
produced knowledge
Municipality and #3 Develop and
publish data on
* Develop standards and
Create a data- the LAU
methods
Jbeil
base to lead - Ongoing GIS
* Secure funds for updating
informed poli- tool development
and development of the GIS
cies
tool
* Create a website portal to
publish data and studies on
Jbeil
- Planned de#4 Overcome the * Consult the residents
physical planning * Collaborate with a multidisvelopment of a
culture
master plan
ciplinary team
- 100RC
* Develop a reflexion on the
Continue on
different scales of the city
building a city
* Integrate a variety of temstrategy
poralities
* Develop an economic, environmental and infrastructural approach
Priorities

Projects in
place
- Project of an organization chart
for the Municipality
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